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When former Bridgewater 
football hero Gerard Indelicato 
was appointed president of 
Bridgewater State College, the 
last thing anyone expected was 
that there would be trouble with 
the school~s athletic program. 
However, the problems in that 
area continue to mount. The 
latest of these controversies 
occured last Friday when Indeli-
cato announced the reassign-
ment of former BSC Athletic 
Director George "Bo" Rugerrio 
to Associate Athletic Director 
and Associate A.D. Mary Lou 
Thimas to Assistant A.D. In 
addition, Indelicato appointed 
Saul Auslander, a professor in 
the Depa_rtment of Management 
Science, as the acting Athletic 
Director. sons for the moves in an inter-
These moves were in response view on Monday,"! don't think 
to the revelation on Thursday anyone acted in a malicious way~ 
that one of the players on the I think it was a case of sloppi-
BSC baseball team may be ness. The ball was dropped. The 
ineligible to play, costing the ball was dropped in two cases, 
team five early-season victories. and in my opinion, when the ball 
That news came on the heels of is dropped, someone has to 
. an NCAA decision denying respond, and I did. I'm struck 
Bridgewater's appeal in the Fran that you could have such a prob-
Leeman case. That case involved lem of ineligibility, and not go in 
the overturning of the Women's the next week and clean things 
basketball team's 22-3 record up." 
because of the ineligibility of Neither Ruggerio nor Thimas 
Leeman who was, according to would comment on the motives . 
the ECAC, playing her fifth year behind the president's moves, 
of varsity college ball. but Ruggerio did say he was 
"You take these two events," "looking forward to my new 
explained Indelicato, " two very assignment as Associate Athletic 
serious, serious events in the life Director with both Saul and any 
of this college. I felt very strongly new Athletic Director." 
that as president of this college, I Auslander, for his part, was 
had to take some action." also anticipating his new posi-. 
Indelicato expressed his rea- tion. "I feel _Bo has done a stu-
-"· 
t. 
..... .,. ....... 
............... _ ~ 
Mary Lou Thimas and George "Bo" Ruggiero 
pendous job and it's an honor to 
be associated with him. He's 
contributed greatly t'o this 
school and I hope he will con-
tribute more." 
As to being offered the job of 
Athletic Director, Auslander 
·had this to say: .. The president 
asked me to help him out. It goes 
111 Cont. p. 2 
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• group on campus issues 
A student protest was held by our$,,,. "Ask not what you can 
a group of 15 students to bring to do for your SchooJ:..Ask what 
the attention of the administra- your school can do for you • .. in 
tion problems on campus. addition to other slogans, began 
The march began on the steps their march. · 
of the ARCC at 10 a.m. on Wed- They got as far as Tillinghast 
nesday, April I. From there, the Hall when another protester 
procession made their way up to called them back, saying that . 
the steps of Boyden Hall, where there were more people in the 
they were met by President front of the building. The eight · 
Gerard Indelicato, Vice- 'walked back through the 
presidents Edward Meaney, ARCC, signs aloft. The now 
·Joseph Chiccarelli, Robert Dil- larger group set out for Boyden 
Iman and David Deep, as well as Hall, where the administrators 
other administrators. · waited in the falling snow. 
The group assembled on the When they arrived, Indelicato 
steps of the· ARCC; at approxi- asked the protesters to set a time 
mately 10 a.m., eight people car- and date to sit down and discuss 
rying signs that read "President the problems, tow hich several of 
Undemocrato ... What's Next?," the protesters responded, "We're 
''Dunfey's-No Justice-Where's speaking now." Indelicato 
Chorale Society 




The Bridgewater State 
Chorale Society concluded a 
two week visit to. Eastern 
Europe·· last week which 
proved to be very successful. 
A group comprised of Dr. 
Jacob Libetles, 18 BSC sin-
. gers and others, stopped in 
Romania, Hungary, and 
·,' 'j 
Austria. Numerous perfor-
mances were held in each 
country with . the Bridge-
water group holding center 
stage at each. 
Each of the nat.ions 
emphasized cultural 
exchanges, enabling the 
group to perform at concert 
halls nearly 300 years old. 
Chorale member Sean 
11 Cont. p. 2 
Vo.I LXiV'No 8 Bridgewater, MA. 
Protesters gather on the front steps of Boyden Hall yesterday to rally support 
for 8 number Of C8U$9$, despite the falling SnOW. (Stall photo by Milte Abusheery) 
agreed to answer their questions 
then. and there despite the 
weather. 
· The dial9gue lasted approxi-
mately 45 minutes. 
One of the first questions was 
in regard to the Dunfey•s inci-
dent of a year ago, wh~n the Stu-
dent Government Association 
went to a hotel on Cape Cod to 
revise their constitution; Indeli-
cato responded that the incident 
occurred under the previous 
administration and that.the case 
was closed. When one student 
said the problem was still 
unsettled, Indelicato responded, 
"It's unsettled only in that it 
didn't go the way you wanted it 
to." 
On the problem of the school's 
snow. policy, Indelicato 
informed the students that there 
· is a call-in system to find out if 
classes have been cancelled. 
When food service on campus 
was brought up, Indelicato said 
that he was not happy with with 
the present situation. He 
explained that he had ·been in 
contact with the people at Cus-
tom Service Management, and 
he informed the company that 
their contract will be terminated MaTie Sullivan stated, "The 
if the food quality does not administration should spend a 
improve. week_ living as the students do. 
Many other concerns were Remember, that means they can 
addressed in much the same have no money with them.••· 
manner, with Indelicato shoot- Concerns over the protest 
-ing back answers as quickly as began last week at the weekly 
the questions were raised. SGA meeting. During Executive. 
One vocal student said that Session, it was decided that the 
the grO'Up was 0 afraid ofretribu.:.. prob I ems need·ed to be 
tion" by the administration, that addressed, so.another meeting of 
Indelicato would "try to cut the Gener.al Assembty'was sche-
funding" of the student organi- duled for Thursday. The leaders 
zations that the protesters are of the protest were invited to 
involved with. uPeople are attend. but none showed up 
scared," she said. · because DeSilva warned them 
"There•s no retribution," that they should notattenp. . 
Indelicato said. "111 go· any- "I told them not to show up;• 
where, anytime, anyplace and said DeSilva, ••1 didn't want 
meet with anyone." anyone to get in frou ble." He, 
Dilip DeSilva, spokesman for too, feared that the administra-
the protesters, ended the rally by tion would seek retribution. 
thanking the president fo:r On Wednesday, flyers were 
speaking with them, and told the distributed around.· campus by 
students, "You all showed these the protest organizers that read: 
things have to be addressed.'' FED.;;UP, 
The protest ended at 10:45 Sick and Tired, 
Afterwards, . one of the only Had Enough? 
protesters who would, identify or... . 
themselves to the adminstration 1. Comm~ter/ Resident Parking 
or the press, J .A.· Berard,.· said9 Problems 
"President Indelicato is a 2. Tripled-up Dorms 
manipulator." •·Cont. P• 4 
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News 
1 8~4 s 
j I, A Notebook L~ 
By 
Edmund F. Ward 
1. General Assembly meet-
ing March 24, 1987 
The meeting began at 6:04 
as President Dilip Desilva 
welcomed the General 
Assembly back from spring 
break and introduced Paul 
Goulart ·as his personal cho-
ice for SGA Elections Direc-
tor pending the resignation 
of Dean Toppi . from _that 
position in Motion number 
108 that night. Paul Gou-
1 art's appointment was. 
approved. Motion number 
I 09 proposed to raise the 
SGA secretary's salary but 
was ta bled pending informa-
tion from the Personnel 
Office. 
At 6:50 pm, at the request. 
of President Desilva, the' 
General Assembly entered 
Executive session. At 7:45 
pm the Assembly left Execu-
tive Session and no informa-
tion was disclosed. The 
meeting adjourned at 7:55 · 
pm, but not before the 
Assembly agreed to sche-
dule a special meeting 
Thursday March 26 1987 to 
2:General Assembly meet-
ing March 26,1987 
The meeting was called to 
order: at 6:36 pm. First on 
the agenda was a request by 
-the Women's Center on 
behalf of a group of BSC' 
students interested in 
attending the planned 
March For Peace and J us-
tice in Central America and 
South Africa, on April 25th. 
The motion passed and $500 
was allocated to the 
Women's Center travel 
fund. The next motion on 
the agenda (number 114) 
sponsored by Chief JustiG~ 
Christopher Clark estab'." 
lished a judicial review com-
mission to investigate tlw 
potential problems and the 
I 
•• I 
present problems of the judi-
cial system. The assembly 
then moved into an open 
discussion to debate the 
issue of a "students-fed-up" 
flier that had been distrib-
uted. The debate lasted 
thirty two minutes. In a 
powerful speech, Presiden-
tial advisor Dan Darcy 
warned the. General Assem-
bly against supporting any 
anonymous group, but to 
take action itself, its own 
way, the SGA way. 
Applause followed Darcy's 
speech and t~e meeting 
adjourned shortly there-
after. 
3. General Assembly meet-
ing on March 31, 1987 
Called to order at 6: 10 
pm, the first Motion on the 
Assembly's agenda was to 
promote the SGA secretary 
from Junior Clerk and 
Typist status to Senior Clerk 
and Typist. The Motion 
passed unanimously. Next 
on the agenda. was an 
amendment to Article Six of 
the SGA Constitution pro-
posed by Senator Edmund 
e 1mmates t e ouse 
of Representatives and was 
passed by a (17-3-2) vote of 
the assembly membership. 
The .·meeting then · moved 
. intci ·an open discussion·. as 
Chairman F. Scott Longo-
addressed the issue of stu-
dents on AP serving as pro-
te ms which had been 
brought up after Thurdsay's 
meeting. A fong heated. 
debate followed and ended 
with a decision to alJow stu-
'dents on AP to serve as SGA, 
pro-terns by an (18-3-1) 
vote. The m~eting 
adjourned at 6:42 pm, but 
not before Vice-President 
Lisa Veilleux announced 
that the BSC SGA doesn't 
.officially support the 












We offer steady employment, 
paid vacations and health bene-
fits. Interviews will be held every 
Mor:iday 1-Spm. Contact Donna 
Binns, Student Employment Co 
ordinator, T-6, Tillinghast Hall. 
EE UNITED PARCEL SERVICE ~ 
200 Oak Hill Way, 
B1:ockton, Ma. 
·. EcjuafOpp'Orti:mity Employer Ft:1male/Male1.Vet<!l.:ans 
Members of the Chorale Society perform outside a church in Hungary. 
Chorale 
Europe 
Society • 1n 
• Cont. from p. 1 
Kirby explained that the atmos-
phere was "openly receptive and 
we were treated ·Jike royalty, 
even in Romania."· 
Despite the bleak economic . 
tura commumty was very eager 
to see each concert. In the city of 
Cluj, the entourage met with dig-
nitaries such as the· Romanian 
Cultural Director who attended. 
one recital. 
Hungary· was the second stop 
·on the trip. The city of Budapest 
was the high point of the jour-
ney, as it is an ancient city where 
most of the singers felt very wel-
come. Vienna, Austria w~s 
singers were afforded the oppor-
tunity to take part in one concert 
near Budapest's Parliament 
Buil~ing. 
In essence, the trip was a 
resounding success. Member Ed 
Valla came back with the feeling 
that wherever the group stopped 
along the way, they came away 
with a positive image each day. 
Even though seven concerts were 
planned, thirteen were held;, the 
much, they asked them to sing 
six additional times. 
The Bridgewater State Col-
lege administrators were thank-
ful to the efforts of Dr. Liberles 
and his group for representing 
the college so well on this most 
well-received venture. 
Ruggerio and Thi mas 
• Cont. from p. 1 
without saying that if I can help 
him ·out in- this, I will do every-
thing in my power to do so." 
He expressed his surprise at 
being offered the position, but 
seemed to be taking his new 
responsibilities in stride. "I will 
do the best job I can do for as 
long as I'm doing it. I don't think 
my job is to come in there and 
make major changes, and I don't 
think that's what I was 
appointed for." 
The changes in the depart-
ment are only the most recent of 
the several troubles that have 
plagued· BSC athletics this year. 
Head football c0ach Peter Maz-
zaferro was effectively relieved 
of his coaching duties through a 
change in policy, and in early 
February filed suit against the 
A little wanderer strolls the campus. 
school, charging BSC with age. 
discrimination. Next came the 
Fran Leeman case, with the 
women's basketball team being 
stripped of its MASCAC cham-
pionship and denied a berth in 
the NCAA tournament. The 
recent disclosures concerning 
the baseball team and the reor-' 
ganization of the athletic depart· 
ment have only been the latest 
BSC athletics. · 
(Steff photo by Michael Abuaheery). 
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Program Committee brings ray of sun 
to Campus Center beach party 
By 
Scot R. Resinsani 
Summer came early to Bridge-
water State College last week, as 
the ARCC Program Committee 
presented "Ray Boston's Beach 
Party." For one night, the Com-
muter Cafe was magically trans-
formed from a place to eat into a 
place to bask in the warmth of 
the summer sun. 
The activities at last Saturday 
night's sold-out event included 
miniature golf, Twister, tanning 
under sun lamps and swimming: 
two inflatible pools were blown 
up and filled up for the few brave 
souls that dared the cold water. 
The best part of the night 
seemed to be the dancing. Ray 
Boston, who does three or four 
such parties a week, strummed 
his acoustic guitar and sang tons 
of . summer songs. These 
included Elvis, Bea.ch Bovs and 
J. Geils hits, that the crowd sang 
along with heartily. He changed 
some of the words, but everyone 
caught on to the colorful lyrics 
quick enough. 
He also handed out T-shirts as 
prizes for several dance contests. 
He did two sets of an hour each. 
Between sets, people danced to 
pre-recorded music, ate ice 
cream and had a good time with 
friends. 
When asked how he came up 
with the idea for the beach party, 
Boston replied "I had a bad 
dream one night." Actually, he 
had attended several such par-
ties, which he said were really 
bad. '"So I saw those inflatible 
pools, and I was all set." Boston 
travels all around the Northeast, 
putting on shows for colleges. 
"State colleges are the best," 
he said. "People at them really 
know how to have a good time." 
(~t§lf pho/o by. DeJ:/rf,Will/a) , · . . . , 
Martna's vmeyard? Provincetown? Revere Beach? Far from 1t! BSC 
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Faculty absences 
fo improve our notification · 
of faculty absences for stu-
dents. By using both a 
phone-in system as well as 
notices in each building, 1 
believe we have improved 
substantially an important 
student service." 
A new procedure has been 
mstituted to help studen~ 
learn of faculty absences. 
President Gerard Indeli 
cato .• in response to a sugges-
tion made by this news-
paper, announced in earlv 
March that the new syste~ 
would be in effect by the end 
of the month, and it was. 
All faculty members who 
expect to be on absent on 
any given day are requested 
to call in on a 24-hour 
absence phone which is con-
nected to the Personnel 
Office. At 7:15 a.m. each 
morning, a staff member in 
Personnel plays back the 
recording. Between 7:30 
a.rn. and 7:40 a.m. that 
inf orrnation is transferred to 
the Office of the Vice-
P resident, Academic 
Affairs. After 7:40 a.m. any 
student desiring to know if 
his or her professors will be 
absent that day may call: 
697-1391 
Thus a student needs only 
dial that number and the 
recording of faculty absen-
ces for that day will be 
played back. 
At the same time, notices 
of class cancellations are 
hand-delivered to 25 cam-
pus locations, at least one in · 
every academic building and 
in some buildings, such as 
the Library, there are four 
locations. 
"When the student news-
paper raised the idea~ I 
thought it was a good one," 
says President Indelicato. 
possible to develop a system 
The building locations for 
notices of class cancellations 
are: 
Burrill Avenue: Inside 
entry foyer of classroom 
building; Student Apart-
ments: Inside the Commons 
Building; 
Shea/ Durgin Hall: Inside 
the main foyer; 
Burnell School: In prin 
cipal's office; 
Art Building: Inside main 
entrance; 
Pope Hall: Inside main 
foyer; Science Building: on 
wall near front doors; at 
entrance closest· to gym; 
Kelly Gym: main lobby; 
Library: by PCE office; on 
wall near Library Lecture 
Hall; on stairway from main 
to second floor; and main 
desk; · 
Boyden Hall: Outside 
Office of Vice-President, 
Academic Affairs; 
Harrington Hall: main 
floor in rotunda; stairwell 
on Woodward Hall side; 
Tillinghast Hall: near 
Financial Aid and Office of 
Admissions; one in ·Music 
. rooms, basement; 
Campus Center: Commu-
ter Cafeteria; .Information 
Booth; Scott Hall: Inside 
main lobb · 
main lobby. 
now posted on campus 
• 




Student demonstration; protesters· rally 
t.·. =·~~·a:~~(~;a~th) Services eral committees were set up to ·. 4. Insufficient-Dorm .. Security, analyze the questions raised. .... r~ Campus Safety, Food Service None of the protesters were pres- frightens me ... L don't think they'll be well.informed." The group went through the 
list, point by point, and Indeli-
cato explained what he was 
doing to remedy the problems. 
5. Validity . of Tea.chei: ent at the meeting, including t 
· Evaluations spokesman DeSilva, who was 
6.People, Places, Things-being invited to attend. 
1;:,raH gnoro oy M1cnae111pusneery1 • • • SGA President Dilip DeS1/va fists protesters gnevances 
before Vice President David Deep, .. President Gerard In -
delicato, .. a:nd Executive Vice President Edward Mean~y. 
p~shed off ca µs without '> 1 ;q~t:':' :f:he m~~iJl.g, Indelicato 
. input 1fo(jt- . .,W6\\'~f1i , said he. didn~t,ul).derstand why a Indelicato stressed at that meeting and at the rally that he 
has an open door policy, and 
that anyone who wishes to speak 
to him can easily make an 
appointment to do so. 
·ce~ter 3free hour 4witbdrawal protest was being held-·. 
penqd . . . •'A protest comes after you've 7. SGA- A Red Tape Mess/No- .been refused to be talked to "he 
thing Done About· Dunfey's said. "Nothing on this ' list 8. Attendance Policy 
-And the List Goes On-
Have a Complaint1 Come to the 
Campus-Wide Student ·Protest 
Celebration-
meet: S t\ldent Union Steps-
.-· March ta Boyden HaU-MusiC, 
Speakers, ·Fun Time 
Weds. April lst-IO:AM 
Take the day off".'Boycott 
Classes-March with· us-Show 
them how fed up you are!!! Bring: 
signs with your gripe!! 
Peaceful Celebration-No Drug~ 
s I Alcohol Please 
Graduation Daze? 
There are thousands of potential employ-
ers. out there. But only .100 best com-
panies to work for. Here's the book 
you need to start your career off on the 
right track. ''Full of surprises .... This 
book should be read by all." -Thomas J .. 
Peters. co-author .of In Search of 
·Excellence · $4.50 
s~ t~:a1d'~'"!a?t ~::;i~~:~ THE 100 
not support the rally. Presiden- BEST. COM · · tial Adviser Dan Da~cy called . .· · ··. . .· DANIES the entire affair "foolish,, and . · . - · ... · · ··• . . . • . . r K . 
that the "Student Government TO WORK FOR I Association cannot validate peo- . · ·.. .• .·. . . . . . N ple who will not comeforward," 
accordin{1;tOtheminutesofthat A.ME. R. ·1cA meeting. The SGA then voted to .· . · _ .. · ·. 
send a delegation to meet with 
Indelicato on Friday. That . By Robertlevering, Milton Moskowitz motion passed 16-0--0. 
At that meeting, the problems (])SIGNET and Michael Katz wmed~~u~~~~h,edK~••••••••••••••••••••••••I 
Di Basso speaks to 
members of CPDC 
By 
Susan Terpak, Group Leader 
Children's Physical· Develop-
ment Clinic 
Dr. William DiBasseo 
recently spoke at the Children's 
Physical Developmental Clinic 
(CPDC) on the child with Atten-
tion Deficit Disorder (ADD). 
Dr. DiBasseo is a neurologist 
with offices in both Weymouth 
and Dorchester. 
Dr. DiBasseo 's lecture 
focused on the fact that we all 
view children who have learning 
disabilities differently than those 
children who do not. In order to 
provide an appropriate program 
for each learning disabled child, 
such professions as neurology 
and education must work 
together to agree upon the par-
~ ... 
ticular disability as well as. to 
develop possible solutions 
appropriate for each child's 
need. 
Dr. DiBasseo outlined the 
major problem of identifying the 
child with A.D.D. It was not 
until 1905 that education legisla-
tion required all children to have 
some form of education until the 
age of sixteen. 
But it was not until 1963 that 
the first terminology classifying 
the learning disabled was pres-
ented to the education commun-
ity. The person with learning 
disabilities is defined as having 
possible learning difficulties in 
motor language, reading, spell-
ing and/ or communication 
skills. The learriing disabled does 
not include the blind, deaf or (in 
particular) the mentally retarded 
- meaning that children with 
learning disabliities are of nor-
mal intelligence but have specific 
difficulties in the way they pro-
cess information. 
After Dr. DiBasseo informed 
the listeners of the history of 
A.D.D., he drew their attention 
to the child. He stated that it is 
often assumed that all children 
with A.D.D. are characterized as 
being hyperactive. According to 
Dr. DiBasseo, hyperactivity, 
instead, is a result of inattention, 
and the child must exhibit at 
least three of the following 
behaviors: inattention, impulsiv-
ity, hyperactivity before the age 
of seven (which lasts for about 
six months); have no diagnosis 
of psychosis, affective or mental 
retardation before being diag-
nosed as having A.D.D. Dr. 
Clinicians and Group Leaders who worked with children In the Early Intervention Program. 
DiBasseo also noted that many 
children will develop normally 
for many years and then encoun-
ter an attention deficit disorder. 
The precise etiology for 
A.D.D., as stated by Dr. DiBas-
seo, could include medical 
Thursday, April 2, 1987 The Comment 
Dr. William DiBassio accepting a Clinic jersey from Collen 
Halvorsen, Susan T~rpak and Johanne Smith. 
illness, drugs, toxin, food addi-
tives and a chaotic home envir-
onment, just to name a few. 
Bringing the lecture to a close, 
Dr. DiBasseo mentioned possi-
ble treatments undertaken to 
treat A.D.D. He noted that the 
be placed on· a daily routin,e. AJI 
professionals should also be 
involved so they are aware of the 
individual's strengths and wea-
knesses and work together to 
develop an individualeducation 
plan. 
DiBasseo believed that special 
education should include disci-
pline. Persons working with 
A.D.D. should set priorities, 
define expectations, state conse-
quences, and especially foll.ow 
through with one's action, not 
words. He stressed that. only if 
the effort to improve the envir-
onment is not successful should 
medication, as a form of treat-
ment, be used. 
DiBasseo pursued his under-
graduate study as a biology 
major at Holy Cross in Worces-
ter. He went on to graduate 
schoo\ at the University of Ver-
to study physio1og,y. 
two years· 
engaged irt research. From there 
he returned to the University of 
Vermont for . medical training. 
To finish his educational train-
ing, DiBasseo spent two years of 
residency at the Albany Medical 
Center and three years at Boston 
City. As a graduate, DiBasseo 
taught various courses in neuro-
natomy and at present he 
devotes much time to presenting 
lectures in neurology to a wide 
variety of prof essionaJs asso-
ciated with the field of neurol ... 
ogy. Among such people include 
the staff of the Children .. s Physi-
cal Developmental Clinic. 
. 
-Children assigned to the Social Group had the pleasure of wp;~in_g r'!t!1. th.e <;{i!Jic qre't'{ above .. ·. . .. .. . ... 
Clinicians and Group Leaders who worked with older children who were in need of 
a mild or moderate nrescriptive prof/ram. 





cti • An open apology from the n, infamous Larry Richardson 
• I S To the Editor: Bridgewater State College. Another lesson taught to me in a literature class at BSC is that 
Thank you very much for pub- Dear Sirs and Madams: a person loses his integrity the lishing the editorial I sent to the It is with deepest heartfelt moment he stops caring for indi-Editorial 
For those students that haven't noticed of late, this is 
not 1969. Some of us apparently need to be reminded of· 
that, because at Boyden Hall this week there was a 
protest march that seemed to materialize out of the 
1960~s. 
· 
The protesters, all fifteen of them (that's a whopping 
.26% of the student body, folks), refused proposed meet-
ings with President Indelicato, who had let it be known 
that he would meet with them wherever and whenever 
they wished. They did this in order to stand in front of 
Boyden Hall in a snowstorm and make a spectacle of 
themselves. 
After repeatedly refusing to show up at meetings held 
on their behalf by both the SGA and President Indeli-
cato, they insisted on staying out in the cold and snow to 
air their grievances, though they had been invited to go 
inside and sit down with the president. 
Of course, this was after they had started out for 
Boyden, realized that they were seriously lacking peo-
ple, went back to the ARCC to recruit more, and finally 
found their way back up to where the administration 
and reporters, who between them outnumbered the 
demonstrators, awaited. 
This is not to say that the protesters didn't have any 
valid points. On the contrary, they had several. The 
to get the message across. Not many of us will dispute 
that the Health and Food Services need to be looked at, 
. but these people were given every opportunity to. meet 
'with the president in a more conduciv~ setting for 
accomplishing,their objective~ than the front steps· of 
Boyden in a snowstorm. As the demonstrators found 
out, most of . their concerns were already·· being . 
addressed, or were moot. · · 
This is notthe era of demonstrations. Onthis campus, 
with this president, the way to get things done is by 
simply bringing the problem to his attention. This<can 
be accomplished by sitting down with him anq telling 
him about it. It doesn't require· such massive rallies·as 
the one that took place Wednesday. Let's stick to the 
1980's. 
The Comment 




Editor in Chief 
Wilfred J.. Bilodeau 
Managing Ediior 
Christine Howard 
Anne Marie Sliney 
John J. Beaton, Jr. 
Lisa Hanson 
Comment in February. As an sincerity I write this letter of viduals and humanity in general. 
editor, I respect your bravery for apology addressed to each of On a secondary level, my letter 
publishing a letter you must have you. If I had realized the extent was intended to test your known would raise the hackles to which the information in my motives for acting the way I 
on the backs of the majority of letter was faulty as determined assumed you were, falling victim 
your readers. Recently, a friend by you, I never would have sent to the l 980's brand of style over 
told me of the overwhelming my harshly-worded, editorial. substance. I again apologize for 
negative response my letter Please allow me at this time to underestimating your depth of 
received on campus. I knew my clarify my motive for writing the concern for others. And I thank letter was a risky proposition letter that mourned what I per- you for restoring my faith that from the start, but my concern ceived to be thedeathoftheBSC your system is working for the for the college tragically over- I loved. good of all and not just a chosen 
shadowed my concern for the The first point I wish to clarify few. 
reliability of my information. is that I positively did not pen the And finally, I cherish the les-
Now I am aware people have letter out of any hatred for you sons learned in all my classes at been injured by my letter, and or your college. I take great pride BSC which stressed that virtues 
the students are convin~d my in the liberal arts education I like truth, honesty, justice, and facts are askew, so I feel it is my recieved at BSC and was in part service must be placed before 
obligation to apologize to your motivated to write my letter by one's personal interests if we 
readers. I assure you that I was several lessons that made a last- wish to become agents instead of 
surprised nobody supported my ing impression on me learned at destroyers of an enlightened 
view and everyone determined your school. Mine was a mis- society. I doubted your concern 
my information erroneous. If guided mission of love for your for these virtues and have paid 
one good was born by this tragic school and all I think it can dearly for airing my J>aseless sus-
affair, it is that the college did become. The college experience picions. You have proven your-
evaluate itself and consciously has had such an important influ- selves seifless in pursuit of these 
determined it was being invaded ence on my life, I will never con- higher qualities by the very anger by an unjust outsider. The col- sider myself a disinterested you directed at my less that lege community's sense of secur- observer. honorable accusations. I bet it 
ity ·and trust, repeated One ofthelessonsllearnedin all on intuition and a belief that 
throughout the response letters, a philosophy class at BSC is that the information I received was . . 
or m my et er a e een sc - · e ie s o n in tVI a . is ·o 
tinized and then reconciled to an course is a double-edged sword 
extent that I was not aware of. in my case since according to 
Personally~ I wish you the best of most of you the truths I had col-
luck in journalism and I hope lected were rotten to the core. I· 
you have learned something must apologize to.you for relay-
from my most . embarrassing ing this false information, espe-
monient. cially since you have convinced 
me you analyzed the issues I dis-
cussed and determined they are 
An Open Letter of Apology to not truths bu.t falsities. Please 
President Indelicato, the forgive me for betraying our 
Administration, Stci,ff, Faculty, shared belief in the importance 
and . most'. of·· the Students ·at of searching for truth. 
ren s saw eve op1I1g as a stu:.. 
dent and employee of the college 
and lost. I therefore plead guilty 
before the informed court of 
public opinion and apologize 
one last time for injuring the 
blameless reputations of numer-
ous members of your 
community. 
Maintain your inpenetrable 
personal integrity and you will 
never be poor. Good Luck. 
Sincerely yours, 
Larry Richardson 
tJnorganized march is a 
detrirnent to students 
To The Editor: appeaito the broa~est amo-unt up, all the media were alerted, 
: of. _st':1dents. by Jryin~ . to get WBCN and the Brockton Enter~ Last Wednesday,_ while. harcr any~ne who.hadagripeto show prise among them, and the stu-
aJworkbehindtheCampusCen- upat:thc march. dent body was made to look 
- ter (I \Vas st~dying the ~ffects of· .··Then as"sud(\fenly as they had foolish in front of them. Fifteen. 
the sun on students who were appeared., . the . pamphlets van~ people does not a march make. 
surposed to be iii· class), I was lshed. They were taken down There were some basic issues handed a leaflet~ J'his ·piece of from the Campus Center bul;.. addressed by this group that p~pertold me ther~ we.re a large letin .. boards, .. and disappeared deserve to be heard. The issue is 
number. Of reasons to be upset {rom the 901ll~uter eafeteria riot whether there are some 




. John R. Bums, Ill 
: .· . F:. s cot_J Lango; 
D.amel E. Mi ch els on I 
.·· Mrchtuil R. Abusheery ii · 
. Elizabeth Kelly_' 
Kirk Van [)y~e 
Boyden Hall mi Apdi .·Fools' ofa fl1arch. '.fhe ·~march organiz.- of. c0In.II1Unication. Obviously Day. ·isn't anything sacred? ers"'wereadvi~ed by SGAPresi~ )there is little .a president can April Fo~ls' Day is the most holy dent Desilva ·not to come to .tlie ac~c)mplishvisiblyin six months' 
day for coUege students. Besides, meeting, Theadmini~tratiori.was time, the problem is that the stu-,A.dManager 
The Comment is A student supported and operated weeklynewspaperserv~gthe 
•c•dendc community o!Brid1ew•ter State College. Editorial policy Is_ determined bY the Editor in Chiefln consultation with the Executive Board. Republication of 
•ll material contained herein is prohibited wi~out the expressed written IK'rmis· 
sfon of the Editor in Chief. AU materials submitted become property of The Comment. Letters to the editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250 words 
and must be typed. Letters, classified advertisements, and all other written mate-
rials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available upon request. Any person wishing to join The Comment should contact either the Editor in Chier or the Managing Editor. All correspondente should be addressed to The Comment, Campus Center, Bridgewater, MA., 02324. Telephone:(fi17)697-1200 ext.1158. 
1 don't thinkjny professors turningµp the heatto fi11ci ,e>ut dents aren't being told what is 
, ~.would apppreciate. "twas out whc>wa.~ responsibl~fot a!l iitis being done behind the scenes. I 
marching" as anexcus.e forll!~S".'. noise.~ believe that the SGA, the stu-
irig. my exam that day.. ~Th~ _s9~~ cho~,c;-,not to asso_.: · qerits representatives to the col-l digress. The people who ciate itsetrwith~he'tparchandI .· ·lege, need.toorganize a forum 
"organized", and. I use the word approve-of their deci~ioft; This~· between •. the students and the 
really loose_ly, ·chose not toiden- organization, obviously believ~ ·,president so a dialogue, that is 
· tify themselves on the pamphlet, ing it had the studen~s beSt inter- obviously . much needed, can 
or in public. Anonymity is the est at heart, accomplished . take P,lace. 
most convenient form Of nothing except taking the stu-
cowardice. This "march organi- dents credibility and throwing it 
zation". made ~n attempt .. to oµt the wi.n~ow. No one sho\\fed Sincerely, Marc J. Gensler 
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While most students spent the 
final days of Spring Break away 
from school, I passed the time at 
the United States Military 
Academy (USMA). The excur-
sion to West Point, as USMA is 
commonly called, came as part 
of an exchange program with my 
Reserve Officer's Training 
Corps (ROT9 unit. 
The primary purpose of the 
visit was to gain an awareness of 
the nature of the commissioning 
program at West Point. Because 
officers commissioned through 
ROTC serve with West Point 
graduates, it is important that we 
familiarize ourselves with each 
other's systems. Both programs 
pursue similar goals - to prepare 
cadets morally, mentally, and 
phy&ically to become profes-
sional officers in the United 
States Army. Beyond this, 
ROTC and West Point differ in 
several aspects. 
The freshman year at West 
tions occur every Saturday 
morning. Additional personnel 
in contrast, undergo no such 
inspections. Cadets at West 
·Point are restricted in when they 
can leave post (campus) and 
must be accountable for their 
whereabouts at all times. _ROTC 
cadets, on the other hand, 
encounter few such restrictions. 
Due to the nature of the 
Point, known as plebe year, school, West Point cadets attend 
serves· as a grueling indoctrina- several more military evolutions, 
tion period, but ROTC has no such as formations, parades, and 
equivalent. While ROTC cadets lectures. The composition of the 
can attend a six-week long Basic faculty at West Point is almost 
Camp to introduce them to mil- entirely military, whereas ROTC 
itary life, there is no required cadets find only reservists and 
Additionally, the outward 
appearance of the USMA 
cadets, who dress in gray uni-
forms, differs from that of the 
ROTC cadets who wear the tra-
ditional olive green of the U.S. 
Army. While West Point con-
jures up images of tradition, 
· prestige, ROTC offers practical 
experience should cadets simul-
taneously belong to the National 
Guard or the Army Reserve. The 
service obligation required of 
US:M.A cadets after graduation 
is five years of active duty. 
ROTC cadets serve in the Active 
and then the Reserve forces for a 
total of eight years. 
indoctrination period. At West retired officers outside of ·the In summary, the comrnission-
Point, white-glove room inspec- Department of Military Science. ing program of ROTC and West 
Point take different approaches 
to a similar goal. Each pipeline 
offers distinct advantages and 
opportunities, through which 
the respective cadets work 
toward attaining commissions in 
the U.S. Army or the U.S. Army 
Reserve. Besides making some 
good friends on my trip to 
USMA, I gained a valuable pers-
pective towards the origins of 
some of my future fellow 
officers. 
Editor's Note: Cadet Coviello is 
one of several Bridgewater State 
College students who participate 
in ROTC at Stonehill College, 
and she is also a member of the 
Massachusetts Army National 
Guard. 
"T" gets an "F" ~~~y Lo~om!it~ me~r. ~~~~h~cp~a?,1,yLouis• 
By 
Rosemary McEwen 
After involuntarily being sub-
jected to it during 'two years, I 
am convinced that Boston's 
mass transportation is a sanctum 
for unsociables. Most pas-
sengers, whether riding the com-
muter rail or the "T'' subways 
and buses, go out of their way to 
avoid verbal or physical com-
m uni cation. They board 
equipped to comfortably disen-
gage themselves from their sur-
roundings and, for the duration 
of their ride, manage to ignore 
all--including the 
assistance finding one. 
Passenger's alibis are many, 
but their attitudes clearly fall 
into one of three categories. 
There are the .. Lone Rangers," 
those who mask themselves with 
their towering Boston Globes 
(apparently, The Herald is not 
big enough for this purpose.) 
These loners conceal themselves 
so well that the only evidence of 
life under the paper veil is the 
occasional flipped page. Other 
travelers, the "Mufflers," suc-
cessfully mute all alien sources of 
sound with an umbilical cord 
that permanently wires their ears 
to a portable radio. Attempts to 
initiate a conversation with them 
will likely prove futile, for 
though obviously not deaf, these 
subjects cannot read lips. Lastly, 
the "Gypsy Eyes" skillfully 
maneuver their optic nerves 
whereby eye-to-eye contact with 
other riders becomes physically 
impossible. Symptoms of Gypsy 
·Regardless of their self-. 
erected barriers, I did establish 
communication with two "regu-
lars" during the two-year period-
-a discouraging statistic of 
0.00385 contacts per day. 
Lets go to the 
April Fools' party 
By 
John Burns 
Nothing is worse than throw-
ing a party and having nobody 
show up. Imagine how those of 
us felt· who arrived at the "Stu-
dent Protest Celebration" and 
found out it wasn't such a big 
·deal. Music? The pitterpatter of 
snow on our coats and notepads. 
Speakers? A group of almost 
100, well, 15, disorganized "pro-
testers·· stating their gripes, to 
which President Indelicato and 
his administration had repeated 
answers which the president had 
given to a group of SGA repre-
sentatives last Friday. And fun 
times? Oh yeah! Forty-five min-
utes in the snow, rehashing over-
worked issues. Probably the bijt 
laugh was that after the posters 
said, "Take the Day Off. Boycott 
Classes .. , one of the (apparent) 
leaders said at 10:45, "I have to 
go to. class. n 
When I saw the "Marchers" 
trying to get people to carry their 
signs in the ARCC Lobby, I 
went to. Boyden to ~wait the 
finale. As the mob{?) surged 
do~_n the street towards the 
quadrangle, the. administrators 
and reporters took their places 
on the steps and prepared for 
them to storm the ·gates. 
The storm proved to be a 
sprinkle, and even some of the 
people involved said that they 
were dissatisfied. Jeff Berrard 
stated that he was "Outraged by 
Indelicato 's lack of attention," 
and he felt that many of the 
answers were --"sidestepping the 
issues." Two observers from the 
sidelines were heard to say that if 
things had been done differently, 
they would have marched too, 
but they didn't like the organiza-
tion, or lack thereof, that was 
exhibited. 
What happened in .the end? 
"Gerry" said he would hold a 
meeting with anyone, anywhere 
on campus, to discuss issues 
further. The college's image has 
possibly been damaged some-
what by yesterday's Enterprise 
article, and frankly, I think the 
people who arranged this should 
be congratulated for pulling off, 
if nothing else, the best April 
Fools' joke on campus today. 
Counselor (to name a· few), and 
As an alumni from the class of have received numerous awards 
1983, I am writing in response to for my accomplishments. 
the unfortunate situation that 
has occured within the Athletic 
Department and the ludicrous 
way that it has been handled. 
During my undergraduate 
years I was actively involved as a 
Resident Assistant, Orientation 
Leader, President of the 
B.A.I.R.S., 4-year participant 
on the Women •s Basketball and 




To the Editor: 
It was interesting to read the 
survey done on food service at 
the student lounge at Burrill 
Avenue. I heartily agree that 
food provisions for the users of 
this building are lacking, how-
ever, I hope that too much stock 
is not put into the percentage of 
people who would like to see a 
non-smoker's lounge. Users of · 
the existing lounge at Burrill 
Avenue are predominantly 
smokers. The room is generally 
thick with smoke, making it an 
unfavorable setting for a non-
smoker, particularly to eat 
lunch. You neglected to reveal 
the statistic of whether those 
interviewed were smokers or 
non-smokers. ·I think if this 
could be addressed, you . might 
discover how desperately a non-
smoking 101;1nge is needed for the 
comfort and health of many stu-
dents on this campus. 
Diane Cook, Class of '87 
R.l.P. 
To the Editor: 
Over J 0,000 unwanted babies 
were aborted this week alone. 
May they rest in peace. 
Paula Satinoff 
I worked closely with the col-
lege administration in general 
with specific assistance in the 
Department of Athletics. I know 
how organized and competent 
Mary Lou Thimas is. Her skills 
are sharp and her ability to han-
d le details and events is 
outstanding. 
She is dependable, efficient, 
and devoted to the college 
terrific, generous woman who 
has notably given her time and 
leadership to the development of 
the athletes as well as the 
department. 
Her reputation and capabili-
ties are · high . class, and her 
achievements are superior. I 
hope the college administration 
will make their decisions wisely 
with careful consideration as to 
the possible ramifications. 
Sincerely, 
Nina Roberts, 
Class of 1983 
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COLL Dlt 
Credit for course work isn't the only hard part about college. Paying the bills is sometimes difficult 
and that's when you need our kind of credit. 
We provide a full program of student loans. 
We offer both HELP Loans for eligible scholars and PLUS Loans and VALUE Loans for parents. 
The rates and repayment schedules conform to nationwide practice. 
This means, in order to stand apart, we have to do more. And we do. 
For instance, you can expect faster turnaround time on approvals. 
You can also count on personalized service including sound answers to your questions and more. 
This is especially helpful if you're just starting a college career. 
So start today and learn more. Discover why so many credit us with the 
· best student lending program around. 
South Shore~ Bank~ 
(617) 847-3100 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
.Ent~rtainment 
(Staff photo by Mike Abusheery) 
George Garz~ne,--the director of the Tufts Swing 
Band,-.was one of the soloists at _the band's con-
cert during their rendition of "I Get A Kick Out Of 
You." Th.e band played last Friday night in thfJ 
Campus Center Auditorium. 
By 
Scott D. MacDonald 
U2's new album The Joshua 
Tree draws on the roots of their 
past, as well as branching out 
into new territory. It's all here: 
the youthful enthusiasm of Boy, 
the spiritual awakening of 
October, the cold reality of War, 
and the psychedelic embellish-
ments of The Unforgettable 
Fire. The album also borrows 
from their stage shows, in that it 
has a live feel ta it. Brian Eno 
and Daniel Lanois produce 
again with added mixings from 
former producer Steve Lilly-
white. They have taken new 
approaches that included using 
harmonica, cello, and synth 
orchestrations. The result is an 
album that conveys an ongoing 
religious search so eloquently 
depicted in the angellic "I Still 
Haven't Found What I'm Look-
ing For." The band relate their 
confusions and discoveries with-
out any heavy-handedness. 
What about the music? It is 
certainly their best material to 
date. Bono has recaptured his 
youthful vocals, replacing the 
awkward mumblings that made 
The Unforgettable Fire forgetta-
ble. His songwriting is more pur-
poseful and connected. Adam 
qayton and Larry Mullen's 
rhythm section still holds the 
pulse of each song effectively. 
The .. Edge remains versatile, 
moving from country twang to a 
dist~rted thrash without losing 
authenticity. 
Standouts on the album 
include "Where the Streets Have 
No Name." The song revitalizes 
the building tempos and echoed 
guitar chimes that dominated 
the Boy album. "Running to 
Stand Still" is a poetic investiga-
tion into the impossibilities of 
life. Bono relates "You got to cry 
without weeping/Talk without 
speaking/ Scream without rais-
ing your voice!" The added har-
monica and piano give it the 
touching feel that Springsteen 
seems to use successfully. Any 
ideas about U2 losing their bit-
ing sound is dismissed with 
"Bullet the Blue Sky". Lillywhite 
gives Mullen's drumming back 
its military snap. Hammering 
feedback crashes wavelike, while 
Bono reads off streetwise rhyme. · 
"Exit" is furious as well, styled in 
classic Echo and the Bunnymen· 
genre. "Red Hill Mining Town" 
and "Trip Through Your Wires" 
add a country taste to the band's 
flavors. "Red Hill" builds to a 
soulful outbreak of Bono•s 
vision: "Love has seen its better 
day!" Yet "Trip"remains optim-
istic about its rehabilitation, 
"There's a raincloud in the desert 
sky." The album maintains a 
positive feel despite its gruesome 
discoveries. 
U2 has produced an album 
that is sure to top the '87 album 
releases. The band continues to 
stand for honesty in emotions 
without taking the podium to 
,, preach it; ' - " · · ·. · ' ·· ' ' , 
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Chamber Sin rs return from 
a successful tour of Europe 
The world-famous· Bridge- were totally searched and all of 
water State College Chamber us were suspected of carrying 
Singers are back from their two- knifes, pistols, or drugs simply 
week tour of Europe, safe and because we were foreign. Some 
"sound". were luckier than others and had 
The group that traveled a simple inspection, others had 
together consisted of the eight- their music checked, luggage 
een members of the Chamber emptied, and 'repacked by the 
Singers, the director of that guards, underwear and socks 
group, Jacob Liberles, the Head pawed through and were in gen-
of the Music Department at eral harrassed. After the initial 
,BSC, Ian Johnstone and his shock, reminding us that we had 
wife, and four "chaperones"( rel- entered a communist country, 
atives or friends of members of we were a little better prepared 
the group). The company was for what we found elsewhere. As 
excellent! Although the ages we toured through the· Roman-
within the ·group varied from ian cities of Bucharest, Chµj and 
eighteen to sixty-five, the spirit, Oradea, we were struck by the 
and attitude throughout the depressed atmosphere. At night, 
entire experience was good- few lights burned in the cities, 
natured, fun, happy and flexible. and heat was not used anywhere, 
Sue Blauner, a junior at BSC even in the fanciest hotel in 
and a member of Chamber Sin- Bucharest where we stayed. 
gers said, "It was one of the best When questioned about this lack 
experiences of my life, and I of electricity, our tour guide 
would not trade the memories · explained that Romania is trying 
for anything in the world." to conserve energy in order to 
The group~toured Romania help pay off its national debt. 
and Hungary, two eastern-bloc~ That was just about the only 
countries, as well as spending straight answer about anything 
some time in Austria. When even closely resembling politics 
asked about visiting these coun- that we got in Romania. 
tries, Ed Valla, a serious political Hungary was much easier for 
science/ history major at BSC us to deal with, for although 
·stated, "I think all students there were more Soviet troops in 
should . travel in eastern-block the o en t}lere was not as µch 
ma was an exper1encethat wori't 
soon be forgotten by the 
members of the group. Upon 
first entering the country, we 
were , escorted through customs 
by uniformed men with machine 
guns. Our persons and luggage 
Romania. 
We visited two Hungarian cit-
ies. The first was Debrecen. and 
the second was Budapest. "I 
liked Budapest the best," said 
Diana Mitchell, when asked her 
favorite ~art of the tour. Her 
ientiment1 was shared by most 
who were with. us in Europe. 
Budapest proved to be more 
westernized than any of the cities 
in Romania and yet prices were 
not as high as in Austria, and the 
people were genuine. We all fell 
in love with it; _, 
One of the best experiences 
that we had in Hungary was an , 
evening shared with a singing 
group in Budapest. The group 
. was made up of people our own 
age ( 18-24), and directed by a 
warm, funny, hospitable man we 
called Little Joe. The members 
of their choir escorted us 
through Budapest for three days. 
Wl)at an excellent way to really 
get to know people from another 
culture. 
We only spent two days in 
Vienna, but we got to visit some 
very histortc and beautiful _pla-
ces, including the Hapsburg 
Palace. Austria proved to be the 
most westernized of the three 
countries. There we saw our first 
Mac Donald's in almost two 
weeks. We had orange juice (a 
rare treat), corn flakes and milk 
.for breakfast there, and it almost 
seemed like home again. 
The Friendship Ambassadors 
Fo~n~~.tion m~~e it pos~ible for 
;~-1.~'f'.hifSl~wottdetlial tr.a vel ex:p~~ience, but we never could 
have made it without help from 
the BSC S.G.A.,President Ind~ 
elicato, the Music - Department, 
Alumni Association, and sup-
port from contributors from the 
surrounding, towns. 
Warlock needs a few English lesso·ns 
By 
Bob Lang 
have had a backup band 
sporting identical hairstyles. 
Warlock has already 
The music field has tradi- earned the respect of the 
tionally been ruled by Eng- tough British market; they 
lish and American bands. As were picked to open the 
of late, other countries have prestigious Castle Donning-
been producing viable metal ton festival for such heavy-
products. Japan has given us weights as Ozzy, Motor-
Loudness and Anthem, head, Def Leppard and the 
while the Scandinavian sec- Scorpions. True as Steel is a 
tion of Europe has yielded passable debut effort, 
Yngwie Malsteem. The assuming that like most for-
Deutschland, Germany, has eign bands, translating song 
easily produced the cream of ideas into English poses a 
the import crop in the form problem. There are violent 
of the Scorpions and overtones on almost every 
Accept. 1987 heralds the song. In other words, 
arrival of the latest Aryan songwriting techniques are 
headbangers, Warlock. not the strongpoint here. 
"This five-piece band,is not Although this album was 
your run-of-the-mill outfit, recorded in their native Ger-
for they have added a new many, the overall sound 
twist by enlisting a female · quality is quite passable. At 
lead vocalists, Doro Pesch. least it sounds· a hellava lot 
Her voice is reminiscent of better than my· old copies of 
early Geddy Lee (back when the Scarps '4 fly tQ the Rain-
he used to play real rock,- bow" and "In Trance". 
and-roll). Going by appear- There are two standout 
ances only, Doro is endowed tracks on the True as Steel 
with some blond locks that release. One is the anthemic 
would make Nancy Wilson °Fight for the Rock", which 
jeafous. If guitar player is pulsed along by razor 
Peter Szigeti · didn •t have sharp rhythm guitarwork. 
such curly hair, she could The second is "Lady in the 
.: . , , I ; l' ! '' ;. ' • ' ·' '• ~>,. ...._ .• (' ,.~ I• t ~ , ~ ·' • 
Rock and Roll Hell''. Of 
course, one must igno~e the 
fact that Kiss penned a song 
by the name of ''Rock and 
Roll Hell'' back on their 
Creatures of the Night LP. 
Unfortunately, borrow-
ing from other artists seems 
to be a recurring habit 
throughout the release .. The 
title song urges everyone to 
"Stay Hard", just like Raven 
has advocated. Rush is in 
evidence everywhere, espe~ 
cially on ... Love Song". 'The 
best (or worst) example ·are 
these lines from "Igloo on 
the Moon (Reckless)": "On, 
You can build an igloo on 
the moon/ Go to the pyram-
ids and Book a Tomb". 
Nothing like a double 
remake of the Police's 
"Walking on the Moon" and 
ZZ Top's "Sleeping Bag" in 
one song. 
Perhaps there is a lan-
guage barrier in existen~e. 
Whatever the case, it's back 
to th.e drawing board in the 
old songwriting department. 
Maybe they just got up too 
early; warlocks think bett~r 
.at night, anyway. 
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Speed of sound 
By 
Max Speed 
I was all set to go to Iggy Pop 
at The Living Room Friday 
night, and then I got a call from 
the promotions company. They 
said that Iggy cancelled his entire 
club tour, this show included. 
Well, they replaced ~he show, 
but, somehow, Wang Chung 
doesn't do it for me the way Iggy 
would have. 
Thursday, April 2 
The Rain, Ata Tat, Another Day 
at TT the Bear's Place. 
Mata Hari at Spit DV8, 18 and 
over. 
Bebe Buell and The Gargoyles 
with The Bags, Randy Black, 
and The Lemonheads at The 
Rat, 18 and over. 
Johnny Winter at the Living 
Room. 
Fishbone, Bim Skala Bim, Plate 
O' Shimp at the Channel. 
Friday, April 3 
Iggy Pop at the Living Room 
***CANCELLED***. 
Bang, The Phaze at Bunratty 's. 
Bim Skala Bim at Jack's. 
Christmas, Moving Targets, 
Slaughter Shack at The Rat. 
Face To Face with Skin and the 
Great Divide at The Channel. 
Saturday, April 4 
The Five, The Pixes, Tribe at TT 
The Bear's Place. 
Government Issues, Fast For-
ward, All Ages at 3 p.m. atTT 
the Bear's Place. 
The Neighborhoods, Take the 
Veil at Bunratty's. 
0 Positive with Rapture of the 
Deep at The Rat. 
X.BC at the Living Room. • 
The Fools, The Drive at the 
Channel. 
Sunday, April 5 
The Wrecking Crew, KK Prof-
fitt at Bunratty's. . 
Motorhead, Malice at the Living 
Room. 
Bang, X LR8, Catharsis, all ages 
at 3 p.m. at the Channel. 
Wednesday, April 8 
·Nick Feldman and Jack Hues of Wang Chung w111 appear at the Living Room in 
Rhode Island. To win tree tickets listen to WBIM 91.5 FM,-Bridgewater. 
Wang Chung at The Living 
Room 
The Zulus, The Unattached, Tall 
Paul at TT The Bear's Place. 
November Group at Grover's. 
Mitch Ryder at the Living 
Room. 
Listen for your chance to win 
tickets to some of these shows on 
WBIM, 9 l .5FM 
feeling in the audience. 
A band that looked like they 
were through with operations 
following their · 1983 release, 
Drastic Measures. A band that 
Morse then exited off-stage, 
leaving Williams alone to begin 
the intro to "Dust in the Wind". 
Steve Walsh returned to the 
stage as did the rest of the band. 
Steve Morse came back with a 
an . i strument which 
- c anges an s yes. ut,·a an 
who last night (Sunday, March 
29), came back to life and put 
together an unforgettable per.;. 
formance. Kansas is back! 
p aye a maJor ro e·in t e ear y 
music of Kansas. As the song 
ended, a rumbling standing ova-
tion greeted the band. 
Tbe ·latest personnel include 
bassist,~ Billy Greer~ ·original 
vocalist/keyboardist Steve 
Walsh, lead guitar wonder Steve 
Morse, original guiarist Rich 
Williams,,'and original drummer 
Phil Erhart. Tb,is lineup is not 
only ti~ht, they're plain fun to 
watch. 
Steve Walsh stole the show at 
times with his keyboard aerial 
acrobatics and his lunges· at the 
mike stand. Walsh's perfect 
AnQther fun. highlight. of the 
night took place during "Secret 
Service'\ another traclc from. 
Power. •fake secret service men 
ducked on and off stage under 
foggy green spotlights. Each one 
pretended to sing,. but no one 
could tell where Steve Walsh 
really was. The song itself fea-
tures Morse· and Walsh battling 
it out on guitars and keyboards; 
· physical condition was definitely 
an p.ttribute for the women who 
attended. 
The other _members were less 
active but equally effective. 
Their opening ,number was an . 
instrumental from their latest 
album, P~wer, called "Musi-
catto". From ·~Musicatto, Kan-
sas bolted into the classic "Point 
of Know Return". The crowd 
went ape even after bassist/ vo-
calist Billy Greer added an extra 
chorus of "How Long" by acci-
dent. The band member.s really 
laughed about it, ·but this was the 
only. blunder in. their 2-hour-
long set. 
Kansas then tore through sev-
eral cuts rrO'a{thek new record, 
including their top-40 smash, 
"All I Wanted 1'. The crowd was 
very responsive"' to the ne~ and 
old material alike. Real excite-
ment began brewing when guita-
rists Steve Morris and , Rich 
Williams took center stage 
·sporting,accoustic guitars. They 
played off -each other with sharp 
precision, producing. a mystical 
•Cont. p.11 
Can you 
afford to gamble 
with the LSAT, GMAT, 
GREprMCAT? 
"Probably not. Great grades 
alone may not be enough to 
impress the grad school of 
your choice. 
Scores play a part. And 
that's how Stanley H .. Kaplan 
can help. 
The Kaplan course teaches 
test· taking techniques, reviews 
course subjects, and increases 
the odds that you'll do the best 
you can do. 
So if you've been out of 
school for awhile and need a 
refresher, or even if you're fresh 
out of college, do what over 1 
million students have done. 
Take Kaplan. Why take a 
chance with your career? 
STANLEY H, K AP!.AN EDUCATIONAL CENTBl IJD. 
DON'T COMPETE W1TH 
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE 
HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS 
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY? 
1900AT&T 
a) . Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on 
out-of .. state calls during nights and weekends. 
b} ,Don't buy textbook$ when "MOnarch Notes" will do 
'-l lust fine. · 
cl ·Save 38% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state 
calls during evenings. 
cl) Count~ AT&T for exceptional value and high quality 
service. 
.. 
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them 
pick up the tab whenever possible. 
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere, 
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should 
know that~ Lon Distance Service is the r· ht choice for you. 
*"" A'I&T o ers so many rr1 1c va ues. or examp e, you 
.. / can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during ~·-1 f weekends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm 
//,;"":fir · \to 8 am, Sunday through Fridey. 
~A. · Call between 5 pm and 11 pm, 
, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 38 % 
off our day rate. 
Ever dial a wrong number? A'I&.I' gives you 
jmmediate credit.if you do. And of course, you can count on 
A'.Wr for clear long distance connections any place you call. 
'lb find out more about how AT&r can help save you mo~ 
give us a call. With a little luck. you won't have iiillang aroun With 





The right choice. 
~··· =nr--·-- .... • 
If 1 
Local Events 
Nite Club Confidential 
Due to popular demand 
Nite Club Confidential, the 
fast-paced musical that 
affectionately parodies the 
sophisticated night club 
scene of the 1950's,currently 
playing at Boston's Next 
Move Theatre, has been 
extended through April 5. 
Nite Club Confidential runs _ 
Tuesday thru Friday even-
ings at 8 p.m.,on Saturdays 
at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., and on 
Sundays at 3 p.m. and 6 
p.m.For more information 
and to charge tickets by 
phone, call the Next Move 
box office at One Boylston 
Place, Boston, MA 02116, 
(617) 423-5572. 
Give Peace a Dance 
This April 11, you will be 
given a chance to kick up 
your heels for a good reason. 
Give Dance a Peace is a 
twelve hour dance f es ti val 
I 
that will raises funds for 
peace and justice organiza-
tions in the Greater Boston 
area. Give Peace A Dance 
will be held at the Cam-
bridge Rindge · and Latin 
High School on April 11 
from 1 p.m. to 1 a.m. For 
more information call (617) 
868-5259.'' 
The Music Man 
The Neponset Choral 
Society will. perform its 
spring production of Mere-
dith Willson's, "The Music 
Man". It will play at Canton 
High School on May 9, 10, 
15, and 16. For tick.et infor-
mation call Harriet Dusty at 
(617) 384-3352, Bob McGre-
gor at (617)769-7640 or Bob 
Emery at (617) 584-3674. 
Man With A Raincoat 
Salem State College 
Theatre presents William 
Wise's intriguing murder 
mystery, Man With A Rain-
coat, directed by Thomas E. 
r 
Luddy. Come and try to fig-
ure out whodunit on April 
IO, ll, 23-25, 30and May l, 
2, at the Callan Studio Thea-
tre. Curtain is at 8 p. m. 
The Norman Conquests 
The Lyric Stage presents 
Alan Ayckbourn's trilogy, 
The Norman Conquests, 
opening Wednesday, April 8 
at 7:30 p.m. and running 
repertory through June 14. 
Performances are Wednes-
day through Fridays at 8 
p.m., Saturdays at 5 p.m. 
and 8:30 p.m. and Sundays 
at 3 p.m. at the Lyric Stage, 
54 Charles Street, Boston. 
For more information and 
tickets reservations call the 
box office ·at (617) 742-8703 
College Night 
College Night at the 
Wooden Nickel will be 
Thursday, April 2 at from 9 
p.m. to midnight. 
Campus Events 
From teeny boppers to yuppies 
Chicago still a hard habit to break 
13y 
·David J. Spuria gressed. Walter Parazaider version of "Hard Habit To 
Chicago is a band that conjurs 
up images of hot summer days at 
(woodwinds, etc.) told the Break", lead guitarist Duanne 
audience he liked the next song Bailey strummed the first few 
because it featured him on cla- chords to the old version of .. 25 
the beach, and lazy Sunday rinet and saxophone. ''Forever" or 6 to 4n. The horn section 
afternoons. On Saturday, was the napie of this ballad from sizzled with life. As this trade-
Thursday, April 2~ 1981 
Threshold of Liberty 
This play will be held on 
April 7 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Campus Center Audito-
rium. It will portray the Uni-
ted States Civil Rights 
Movement and the Move-
ment in South Africa. 
Dance Kaleidscope 
The Dance Corps will per-
form their spring concert on 
Thursday and Friday, April 
2 and 3 at 8 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium. The 
concert will be a mix of 
dance styles including 
abstract and dramatic mod-
ern, tap, ballet and jazz 
dance. Faculty, students, 
and professional choreo-
graphy will be presented. 
Air Force Band 
The Air Force Band will per-
form on Saturday, April 4 at 
8 p.m. in the Campus Center 
Auditorium. Admission is 
free. All are welcome. 
<3) 6CRJPT--
Resume & Career 
Consultation Specialists 
:be Comment ll 
International Night 
The International Stu-
dents are ·planning their 
annual gala for Friday, 
April 3 in the Campus Cen-
ter Ballroom. It starts at 6:30 
p.rn. Food, music, and 
dance from all over the 
world-will be featured. 
Brenden Galvin: Poet 
Dr. Bendon Galvin, profes-
sor of English at Connecti-
cut State University, will 
give a reading of his poetry 
on April 21 in the Campus 
Center Art Gallery at 7 p.m. 
He is the author of eight 
books of poetry including 
his Pulizer Price nominated 
Atlantic Flyway. 
Multi_;.Cultural Film 
One Sings, the Other 
Doesn ·1 will be shown in the 
Dial Access Lounge in the 
Maxwell Library on Wed-
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was obvl.ously split into two Jason Scheff did an admirable Chicago returned with a uni-
categories: teeny-bopper junior job on bass and lead vocals, as que encore of old classics. They 
high-school girls who came to Cetera's shoes are rather hard to covered the motown stand-by 
,hear their recent chart-topping fill on some of the older material. "In The Midnight Hour" with 
ballads, and the adult couples The band broke from a 20 min- astonishing style. They then 
who braved . the 70's scene to ute intermission and returned took a walk back to Chicago 
·relive the eariy days with with "Stay The Night"from Chi- Transit Authority for ''rm A 
Chicago. cago 17. Drummer Danny Sera- Man" which was truly a surprise. 
Regardless of who you were, phine did an electronic tone Finally, the boys ofslick pop fin-
you enjoyed the .opening set of drum solo which awed the ished with "Hold On" which is 
Chicago 18 material along with a capacity crowd to jaw-dropping the second part to "Hard To Say 
medley of standards. After the proportions. I'm Sorry" from Chicago 16. 
opening of "25 or 6 to 4 (new The second set consisted This concert was· worth every 
version)", Robert Lamm (key- mostly of newer material from penny. It provided a little some-
boards, vocals) proclaimed that Chicago 16, 17 and 18. "It's thing for everybody. A lot of 
·· they (Chicago) would be doing a Alright", from Chicago 18, had folks may see Chicago as a top 40 
two part, three hour show. He everybody clapping and dancing programmed unit, only looking 
then pounded· his Yamaha key- on their seats. Keyboardist, guit- to squeeze out as many hits as 
board to start the nostalgia of arist Bill Champlin led the cheers possible. But, after a good live 
"Saturday In The Park". From around stage. One of the great look, Chicago is a band who 
there, a medley of classics things about Chicago is their deserves all the hits they've had 
included "If You Leave Me unselfishness as a band. They ail and many ipore. The concert was 
'/ • ..:~·~;·~ ... ·!· .... ~. ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY ,~·lri;_. ! . ···-·/_.;.J~.~.,:1 • SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
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ST. VlNn:N·I :'Ii(" Mnr, l'nltC'd IUltJ(dom 
• Aptumnl h·hruary 4, IYX7 h~ 1ht· Sr~ 't'ork SlatC' t:d1.1ucion lkpartnw111for1hc 
purpml.' ol i:o11c1ui:1111g a d1111i:al dcrk,h1p pmgr«1111111 Nt·"' rm!.. tca..:htnl!I hmp1111k 
• !o.t Cicor!Je\ rel·cilied a 'imiiar upprtiHll m 191!~ Imm the: ~~ JC'rsti Board of 
Mrdk1tl Eumlntr.: 1hi' c"rnhl"hl'\ Sr. < ic<H[lc\ a' 1he uni} lolC'lgn ml"dtl·at '-t:hool 
...,jrh imrruction in f·.ngh\h 1ha1 hit\ \latt' apprmed •ampu't'' 111 ho1h Nt'Vl Ymk 
and Ne"' . fo"cy. 
• <hn 700 \tudenr' ha\c uamti:rrl·d 111 l 1S mnli..:al ,dmnh ~1 (ieor~c·, ha\ 
~raduated (wcr 1,000 phy,ii:ian': 
They an.· lii:emcd in 39 \late:>, 
The~· hold rarnlly pmition' 111 20 ll.~. medu:al ~hoob. · 2~•t'ha'e ~cn. Chid 
Re~idcn1~ in 119 U.S. ho,pital\ (accurd1nK tu a 191!6 \Ur\e~ J. · 
• St. George\ h entering ii\ '>t<:ond dr:i:adc: \lf nied1..:al cdui:at ion; In 1he fm1 c.lt"..:adt". 
we: W('(C' drc:d by l'hr Jo1o1rn11I or lhC' AmC'rkan Mf'dlalf A'l\Oci•tion ( fanu.ar~ 1911~) 
:ivankini numbc:r qnc: 0(1111 majm forei~n mcdkal '1.:hooh in 1ta· 11111 ial pa'' ralt" 
Ori lhl' l:Cf·MCi (')(3111. 
• SI. George'!> i~ ont• ()ft he few l111t•ign mc:du:al \Chool' "'tm'c: '' udt•m' 411al1t~· for 
tluarantetd Studrnr Loan ... Ou1 \ludent\ aha quidif> for the PLUS / ALAS loan' 
and; under u:rtain condition~. VA loan~. St {jcor1tc\ ~r:tnt\ a l11nitc:d numlx'r· of 
loan~ and 'cholar~hip!> to cnterin~ \tudc.·111\, 
for lnjorm'1ttt>n 
[1/t''1!J.l" C<JflfU('/ 
lht' OfftCI' <Jj 
Admn.,11m\ 
Sc. Gt'O,_r·~ Unl"tn.il) Scho-01 t1f Mrdkinr / 2 2 1 
c/o Th• Fo~lan Mtdlnl Sc:hMJI Srn·kf'~ ('orporalion 
OM t:ul Main ~tt't'll'r • Bl) Shorr. ~f"" 'turl t 17.06 
(5161 665·1500 
Now", "Feelin Stronger Every-
day" and "Colour My World". 
work together, sharing different sold out with only limited pro- ·.,,...~.,. ................ ,..,""""",...,,..,.,.....,.._,..,,....,...........,~""""",..,,,_.,....~"""""""""'"""~ 
The sold-out crowd got louder 
and louder as the show pro-
musical chores with incredible motions, which leads one to 
interchangeability. believe that for Chicago, success 
After a: rousing, tear-jerking is "a· hard· habit to break." 
Kansas is still going strong 
•Cont. from p.10 
respectively. At this point, 
Walsh finally revealed his loca-, 
ti on. 
The show also featured two 
unusual solos. The first of these 
was by Guitar Magazine's 
Gallery Great for 1987, Steve 
Morse. Morse had a pro~ 
grammed loop of sounds availa-
ble at .his command. He played a . 
few chords which. then repeated 
··t~emselves. He used the repeti-
tions as the background for his 
solo. Finally, Morse pulled away 
at. some high notes, sending 
chills through the packed house. 
It was clearly the best and most 
interesting guitar work I've ever 
seen. 
Phil Erhart the got his chance 
to solo on drums. His speed was 
surprising. It tookjust a few mil-
liseconds for him to pound all 
the drums in his y amaha kit. 
The rest of the band returned to 
lhe stage for a rousing version of 
"Carry On My Wayward Son-
". This track from the now-
classic Leftpverture album still 
stands strong today and sounds 
better than expected, live. This is 
a song that only Steve Walsff 
could sing; no other vocalist 
could match the range and emo-
tion that· hs brings to it 11 years 
later; 
The ensemble then left the 
stage to a thundering roar. How-
ever, the hyperactive Providence 
crowd demanded one more. · 
Seconds later ,Kansas ·returned 
to the stage for an encore of · 
· "Portrait", a track from their 
. triple-platinum album Point of 
Know Return. This. was a real 
treat for a hardcore Kansas fan 
like me. 
In summary, Kansas rocked 
the house down with new life and 
new talent. Steve Walsh is back 
from his vacation and Kansas is 





Introducing TeleFriend. It's_ the easiest way to meet new people. 
And you do it in your home with your telephone. Share your 
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day. 
And only TeleFriend l~ts you change conversations. Or speak 
privately. Just dial 0 and ask your ThleFriend host to help you. 
Call anywhere in the 617 area code for only 20( for the first minute and 
lOC for each additional minute. 
Call today and make new friends at home. 
1-550-7000 . " 
Teenagers 
1-550-8000 
Singles over 18 
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Automobile Safety 
Nat11 poll shows strong opinions 
By 
John R. Burns, III 
Since the end of 1985, Massa-
chusetts has seen numerous 
changes in the regulations 
involved in the use of the Com-
monwealth's roadways, and the 
and 74% call for the installation 
of a breathtesting device in the 
autos of repeat DUI offenders. 
Findings also showed that 
respondents feel greater emphi-
sis should be put on punishing 
repeat offenders than rehabilita-
tion or deterrence. This included 
enforcement of these rules. The a strong mandate for the per-
passage and repeal of the man- manent loss of license after a 
datory seatbelt law, the battles fatal accident. 
over the constitutionality of the 
Safe Roads Act~ and the con- The issue of drunk driving was 
troversy of using roadblocks at not the only one to show strong 
all have been only some of the views. Regarding seatbelts, 
questions posed to Massachu- Mass. residents did not approve 
setts residents and legislators. of a mandatory requirement, 
While most of these issues and repealed it in a referendum 
have recieved large amounts of last November 4. Respondents 
local criticism, such as that from other states that have these 
which brought about the repeal laws, however, do not comply. 
of the seatbelt law, this concern Of those who lived in states that 
for personal "rights" and objec- have seatbelt laws, 78% said that 
tion to strong laws appears is not they believe the laws to have 
to be the national trend. In a been at least somewhat effective 
study recently completed .. by in increasing seatbelt use, and 
three professors oftheNortheas- 76% want to see them kept in 
ern University Business College,' place. 
respondents from across the One more area N ortheastern's 
country were asked their opin- survey looked at was the installa-
Mystery Photo 
Can you guess what this is1 --and where it is on campus? 
Answer can be found on page 14 
YOUR STARS THIS WEEK 
ions on such matters as police ti on of airbags as an injury prev- By as these will ultimately have the GEMINI (May 2l~Jun~ 6)--
tli r JL Jll!I \P j1ltlJC?•l'twtiiMll I w • ·: iaadlill M*fi fi' mBtliu . Eliabrita11 11ttha11 iMUAJll irtM11 11h mliM111t 111ii rib ifi"t 1h1111•u penalties. and collision- This \Vas where it becameappar-
activated airbags. ent that no matter how inter-
Professors Robert Lieb, Fred ested in safety we are, the line is Wiseman~ and Thomas Moore drawn at the bankbook. 33% of 
turned up results that may come the respondents reported that 
as a surprise to som~ people, but they intended top purchase an 
confirm the reflections of pres- airbag system if it were priced at 
ent legislation on automobile five hundred dollars. Raise the 
safety, especially in the area of price to $1000, though, and the-
stricter pen~lties for drunk driv- percentage drops off to only 
ing off enders~ and the over- 12%. 
whelming . response of ·those How do Bridgewater State's 
questioned was that these people opinions stack up against the 
shouild be gotten off of the road. national results? T.he eight ques-
Of ·those who answered the tions discussed here were asked 
national survey, 52% favor the of 180 Bridgewater students~ 
reduction of the blood alcohol faculty and visitors, and the 
level needed to demonstrate results are in the process of being 
drunkenness from 0.10 to 0.08. compiled. Look for a follow-up 
69% approve of using roadb- and a breakdown of the results in 
locks to detect drunk drivers, the next issue of The Comment. 
The coming week demands 
the utmost in patience, under-
standing and fo~titude from vir-
tually every individual who 
wishes to come out ahead by 
week's end. Though frustration 
and defeat will be easy to come 
by, satisfaction and success can 
be achieved only by those who 
are willing to accept all the cir-
cumstances that will arise, espe-
cially before midweek; the good 
with the bad, the fortunate with 
the unfortunate; the promising 
and the not so promising. 
Relationship issues are 
brought to the fore this week 
with startling intensity. All 
should be particularly careful 
not to neglect the hidden aspects, 
cerned. A willingness to face 
unpleasantness will yield the 
greatest potential for success. 
ARIES (March 21-April 4)--
Be thorough as the week opens, 
or you may find y01;1rself only 
retracing your steps as the week 
comes to an end. (April 5-April 
19)-Though your efforts may go 
unnoticed throughout the first 
part of the week, you win praise 
by week's end& 
TAURUS (April 20-May S)--
Anticipation is at least half the 
battle this week; consider all pos-
sibilities before making your 
first move. (May 6-May 20)-
you discover renewed meaning 
in what only last week was a 
well-worn cliche. More surprises 
are in store! 
they occur this week and you can 
easily remain ahead of the com-
petition. (June 7-June 20)--
Political in-fighting may make 
your job all the more difficult 
this week. Stay out of the line of 
fire. 
CANCER (June 21-July 7)--
Do not fool yourself into think-
ing that personal troubles will 
vanish if you immerse yourself in 
your work. (July 8-July 22)--The 
farewell of a close friend stays 
with you throughout the week. 
Stick with your work, however. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)--Do not 
submit to conditions imposed 
upon you without a fight this 
week. Voice your objections; be 
loud and clear. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)-
-Slow and steady wins the race 
• ~ont. p. 14 
Date Rape:When the attacker is a "friend" 
Special Series,-Part 2 of 4 
By 
Diane Lenhardt 
Janet and her boyfriend went 
to a party over the weekend. 
They both had a good time, but 
Janet had a little too much to 
drink. When they went back to 
her room, Janet told him that 
she was·tired anddidn'tfee/ like 
having sex. He didn't under-
stand because they had been sex-
ually active for a while. That 
night he forced Janet to have 
sex; 
Date Rape or Aquaintance 
Rape is a common crime. Much 
controversy surrounds this 
offense because of the special cir-
cumstances. Date rape is often 
not reported. One possible rea-
son for this is that the victim may 
blame · herself I for the. attack. 
They may feel guilty about not 
preventing the rape. In the situa-
tion above, Janet may feel guilt) 
about having had too much tc 
drink. 
Another possible reason date 
rape is not reported is that the 
. '• 
victim may think that no one will 
believe a crime has been commit-
ted. In Janet's case, the offender 
was her boyfriend, she had 
invited him· to her room, and 
they had had sex in the past. 
The effects of date rape can be 
devastating. Guilt, fear and 
depression may plague the vic-
tim. The victim may have to face 
the attacker many times after the 
crime is committed, being 
reminded continuously of the 
injustice done. 
Although date rape cannot be 
prevented, there ,are _sp~e, pre-
cautionary measures that may be 
taken: 
o Express the limits that 
you have before getting involved 
in a sexual situation with 
someone. 
o When you are out on a 
date or at a party, try to control 
your drinking or other drug 
intake. Don't leave yourself 
physically vulnerable. 
o If you think you may 
have a problem, ask a friend to 
, be sure they leave with you. 
o Realize your self-worth. 
Don't allow psychological 
vulnerability. If somebody is 
bothering you, let them know 
that you,re not interested. Walk 
away. 
o Most importantly, if you 
are the victim of a rape by a 
friend, lover, or aquaintance 
realize that you are the victim' 
and seek help for yourself. Ther~ 
is no reason to feel guilt or 
shame. You are not responsible 
for the attack. 
IN PART THREE: 
WHAT TO DO IF YOU'RE 
THE VICTIM 



















Lunch Breakfast Dinner Assorted . Cold Cereals Clam Chowder · Clam Chowder Fresh Fruit 
Tuna Melts Seafood Platter (Clams,Shrimp) Cheese Omelet 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich/ Grav)' Onion Rings Waffles 
Mashed Potatoes Cheese Pizza Assorted Donuts 
Broccoli w/Cheese Sauce Green Beans & Carrots 
. Toast/butter/jelly Carrots 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereals Beef Noodle Soup Beef Noodle Soup 
Fresh Fruit Meatball Sub w / Redsauce Pork Cutlet w/Gravy 
Eggs to Order Hot Turkey Sandwich w/Gravy Stuffed Shells 
French Toast Whipped Potatoes Mashed Potatoes 
Assorted Donuts Mixed Vegetables Zuchini & Tomato 
Peas 
Assorted Cold Cerel:d Beef Noodle Soup Chicken Noodle Soup Fresh Fruit 
Eggs to Order Fish Square on a Bun Cheese Raviolf 
Waffles Hot Pastrami on a Bun Chicken Cutlet w /Supreme Sauce 
Sausages Wax Beans Parsley Boiled Potatoes 
Assorted Donuts Potato Gems Corn & Green Beans 
Toast/butter/jelly 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereals Tomato Soup Tomato Soup 
Grapefruit Half Buddy Boy on a Bun Roast Turkey w/Gravy& Dressing Cheese Omelet American Chop Suey Baked Ham w/ Fruit Sauce Waffles Carrots & Peas Mashed Potatoes 
Assorted Donuts Spinach & Squash 
Assorted Cold· Cereals 
Beef Vegetable Soup 
Beet vegetable Soup 
Fresh Fruit Fresh Baked Cod 
Scrambled Eggs Hot Pastrami on a Bun Spaghetti w /Meatballs 
Pancakes w /Bacon Chiken ala King O'Brien Potatoes 
Assorted Donuts Potato. Puffs Peas 
Toast/butter/jelly Green Beans Wax Beans 
Garlic Bread 
Assorted Juices Corn Chowder Assorted Cold Cereals Corn Chowder Steak w/Sauteed Onion & Mushroom Fresh Fruit 
BLT Sandwich Chicken Cutlet w/Brown Gravy Cheese Omlet 
French Toast Shep para's Pie w /gravy Corn 
Assoned Donuts Peas & Mushrooms Baked Potato Bar Broccoli 
Assorted Cold Cereals Chicken Noodle Soup Chicken Noodle Soup Fresh Fruit Cheese Pizza Baked Chicken Scrambled Eggs Beef Pot Pie Baked Macaroni & Cheese Pancakes w/syrup Chili Con Carne Parsley Boiled Potatoes Assorted Donuts· Wax Beans Green Beansw/Bacon Bits Toast/ butter/ jelly 
'* 
Mixed Vegetables ~· ~· - -- r--
I 
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collegiate camouflage 
0 R G E L L A N D A N T U A B 
T 0 T A C A R U V A R B Z 0 R 
R A R I 0 N D I 0 N C N 0 N A 
E I T T U T E Z D R E A M I R 
M 0 T E S R R D N D C 0 P D U 
0 0 I G G E P R A R I I E 0 T 
L S H S H M A C S C Z G G L A 
L B 0 C Z 0 F M S Z 0 G G 0 I 
A E S I 0 L F E I G 0 E I R G 
TE G 0 D 0 LC LIEF 0 0 G 
E T N A D N A G C N L S S 0 
T E T 0 T T A A H C S 0 L 0 P 
0 C L E 0 0 D R Z 0 I S F 0 P 
M C 0 T M A E S G R N L A N A 
E 0 MISS IN A IP 0 RB R 
Can you find the hidden music terms? 

























Richard T. Colgan 
Robert Louis Stevenson said 
it best, "To be what we are, and 
to become what we are capable 
of becoming, is the only end of 
life ... " to which may be added, 
•
1
'each hour of studies at BSC 
enhances your state of becoming 
self-actualized~" 
DID YOU KN OW? The pros-
pect of memory loss at exam 
time is one of the greatest fears of 
undergrads ... but, DID YOU 
KNOW? Your concession to this 
stereotype actually undermines 
even further memory ability.--so, 
reduce your anxiety. Give up this 
old bromide. · 
Psi Chi (the National Honor 
Society in. Psychology) announ-
ces its undergraduate and gradu-
ate Research A ward com-
petition . Awards are $200, $300, 
and $500. For purpose of the 
award, "research" is broadly 
defined to include all forms of 
;cholarly endeavor relevant to 
psychology such as experiments, 
correlational studies, case stu-
dies, historical papers, and eva-
luation studies. Want to kriow 
more? See Dr. Colgan, Rm. 330 
Burrill. Hurry! Deadline is May 
15th. 
LOOK FORWARD TO ... the 
APA (American Psychological 
Assn.) developing its own DSM 
(Diagnostic-Statistical Manual) 
for mental health specialists in 
light of the Dec. l 2~h.' 86 Psychi-
atric Board of Trustees vote to 
label your mother and mine, and. 
women. genera!Jy, as "dys-
phoric, .. (in a general state of dis-
sa tis faction or anxious), 
Hsadistic, or harboring a self-
def eating personality disorder.'" 
The first indication that the psy-
chiatric field was serious(v con-
sidering this inclusion in the 
DSM (a kind' of diagnostic bible 
employed world-wide) appeared 
late last summer when newspap-
ers world-wide broke the news 
on the front page. Almost imme-
diately, psychiatrists were inun-
dated with a chorus of objections 
by psychologists, women's 
groups, and men and women 
generally, objecting to what was 
perceived as psychiatrically ludi-
crous and utterly lacking oJ 
scientific validation. Neverthe-
less, the diagnoses will appear in 
·the revised edition of the DSM 
for which reason the American 
Psychological Assn., and psy-
chologists. (who are scientifically 
trained) shall, it is predicted, go 
on the offense and develop its 
own alternative mental health 
manua} for use and implemen-
tation. 
DO YOU have news of cur-· 
rent interest? From the '"spring" 
break? For the summer? Share it 
with '4Psychologically Yours," 
Rm. 330 Burrill Academic Bldg., 
Attn: Dr. Colgan. 
And finally .... Reach for the 
stars! You may not quite get one-
.;. but you won't come up with a 
handful of mud either. · · 
. .1:· 
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Your Stars This Week 
11 Cont. from p. 12 
this W'eek-and affords you more 
opportunity to it as welt 
VIRGO (Aug. 8-Sept. 7)-
Keep your schedule open this 
week to aHow for the unex-
pected. You are not aware of 
what's in store! (Sept. 8-Sept. 
ll}-Y ou arri\'C on the scene just 
in time this week~ stay until the 
job is finished. You receive 
praise. 
UBRA (Sept.13-0ct. 7)-The 
time has come for a change of 
pace. Sclicit ideas from friends. 
relati\es. Do not let budget dis-
courage you. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)-
Numerous offers come your way 
today-though none may seem 
quite right. Patience; your time 
wiU come! 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)--







this week and you are more 
likely to come out on top. Make 
only unavoidable changes. (Nov. 
8-Nov. 21 )-News you receive by 
word of mouth is not as reliable 
as that you receive directly from 
the source. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec. 7)--A quick decision on 
your part early in the wee~ 
affords many with undreamed· 
of opportunities--including 
yourself! (Dec. 8-Dec. 21)-A 
promise kept this week may 
indeed be worth far more than 
you could ever know. Betray no 
one. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 
6)--Events .that prove hard on 
others may not affect you as 
deeply-and vice versa. Under-
standing is key. (Jan. 7-Jan.19}--
Do not presume to know what 
another is up to this week. Be 
assured. you learn the truth by 
week's end. 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)-
-Physical labor pays off this 
week-and you receive greater 
rewards than you had imagined 
possible. A good week. (F~b. 4-
Feb'. 18)-Do not let the sm ... Her 
mishaps drain you of energy 
needed to cope with larger 
problems. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-Marcb 5)--
Combat a direct attack with an 
aggressive counterattack and 
you will shorten the conflict con-
siderably this week. (March 6-
March 20)-Recent strife may 
come to an end this week-but 
your sincere dedication will cer-
tainly be required. 
Did ·you guess 
this week's Mys-
tery Photo? 
Look closely at a 
nearby EXIT 
sign. 
+-------------------,.-(Staff photo.by John Bum$[ Dr. Jean Kilbourne Presented .a 
lecture on the advertising industry's image 
of women last Tuesday in the Ballroom . 
Sale: April 5th. through 12th 
Calvin Klein Outlet 100 North Front Street• New Bedford, MA. (617) 999-1300 
New Store Hours: Mon. - Wed. & Fri. 10-5 Thurs. 10-8 Sat. 10-6 sun. 12-5 
Sports. 
Visigoths beat 
Bra eis 16-0 
By 
Andy ReCapp 
in Brandeis' end of the pitch and 
the hard work by the Bridge-
water scrum paid off. Freshman 
The Bridgewater State Rugby Dave Colby put the match out of Football Club opened its spring -reach by scoring with ten min-
season by shutting out Brandeis ,utes remaining. Colby was set up 
on Saturday. The match was on outstanding passing by backs dominated by Bridgewater from Rick DaSilva and Dan Sullivan. 
start to finish. The only misfortune the Vis-
Back captain Jim Gamble set igoths faced Sa.turday was the 
the tempo of the game early on loss of prop Joe Watkins due to 
with several bone-crushing tack- an ankle injury. Bud Can .Joe,' a les. The Bridgewater scrum fol- silent leader in the scrum, may be lowed Gamble's lead by winning '1ost for the season. 
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the ball on every scrummage but Neebo was also forced to leave 
one.. the field. late in the match after ~i' 1987 Men 1s Intramural Basketball champions ~'The X-Press" (1-R)Demmy Gons.alves,- .Tim Gaines,.Fran Sienwick, .. Rob Sarine,.David Gonsalves, Mark Free,..Jeff Dawson. 
Dave Nee put Bridgewater on sustaining a back injury. Nee is 
the scoreboard with fifteen min- expected to be ready for Satur-
utes remaining in the first half. A day's match against Springfield 
scrummage was called at Bran- College and is surprisingly in 
deis' five meter line following a midseason form. 
knock forward. Bridgewater w.as The "B" game ended up score-
able to control the ball and Nee less. 'Bridgewater once again 
carried it off into the try zone dominated play but was. unable 
touching it down for the 4 to capitalize on Brandeis' mis-points. Gregg Poillucci followed takes. John MacLellan nearly 
Baseball team wins big in 
their southern swing 
By with the two point conversion scored twice but on each occas- Mike Storey and Bridgewater led '6-0 at sion, the try slipped through his halftime. hands. First time players Marc The BSC baseball team meets The Visigoths came out like Mispelli and Chris Mendes Plymouth State in their .1987 animals in the second half. Peil- showed great promise in their home opener on Tuesday, lucci picked up a loose ball and first games. March 31, at Bridgewater's bulled his way over the try line .Bridgewater hosts Springfield Legion Field. Game time is 3:00 from ten meters out early in the College next Saturday at I :00 p.m. tialf. Poillucci followed with the p.m. They will be looking for The Bears went to Tampa, two point conversion and their second win at home in pre- Florida during the college's ~ridgewater~s ... l~3;d1•.~::tl)Y:~l~~-~~~~,--~ll·~~-~,1~·~~~ .. "?Ai~~,Y; .•. ·: ~ .... ,se.cond half was con- legiate Championship. Apfil 18, with an 1mpressive (5-1) record. trolled by Bridgewater. Play was at Brown University. BSC topped Tennessee Temple 
twice (8-7, 20-3), and beat Col-
Intramural wrap-up gate (3-2), Fitchburg State (5-3) and Warner Southern (7-3), 
respectively. Their only loss 
By 
Mike Storey 
Spring is upon us and so is the 
latest Superstars Competition 
that will begin this Friday, April 
3rd at the Kelly. Gymnasium. 
The. competition will include 
events such as: 
1. 3-point shot contest 
2. innertube race in the pool 
3. 3. 5 mile bike race 
4. frisbee throw 
5. 1.5 mile road race 
6. punt/ pass/ kick competition 
7. wheel:-barrow ·races 
8. closest to the pin (golf) contest 
9. Bobby Knight chair throwing 
contest 
IO. obstacle course (all must 
compete) 
Students can sign individually 
or in teams. of four. Those who 
compete in the individual com-
petition must participate in 
seven of the IO events. Those 
entering as a team have to com-
pete in six events. 
If you are interested in partici-
pating sign up with either Mike 
Storey in the IM/ Rec office 
(114) at the Kelly Gym or with 
Jeff Hammond at ·Scott Hall. 
Two events will take place for 
five consecutive Fridays with the 
events beginning promptly 
between 3:30-5:30. Prizes will be 
given to the top finishers in each 
category. All students who com-
plete the entire competition will 
Coed''' Indoor Soccer champions 
"Initiating Rotations" 
receive a T-shirt for their efforts. 
Get yourself or your team 
together now! The BSC Super-
stars wants you .. to take up the 
challenge. 
The spring intramural season 
has not gotten off to its usual fast 
start as the rainy weather we 
have been blessed with the last 
two weeks has made the field 
unplayable. 
Both street hockey and soft-
ball programs have bad two days 
already cancelled because of 
poor weather conditions. That's 
probably the total cancellations· 
we had all last year. 
To make up these games many 
·of the cancelled games will be 
rescheduled to Fridays - as it is 
the only opep day in the week. 
Check the IM Bulletin board in 
the Kelly Gym lobby to verify 
.dates and times for your games. 
One program · that has no 
weather problems is the Coed 
Volleyball which got off to a 
great start. The in.tramural spik-
ers can be seen every Tuesday 
and Thursday night in the Kelly 
Gym. 
. 
The winner of the BSC Soft-· 
ball Team's Raffle was Number 
2653, Kevin Schotte. Congratu-
lations, Kevin. 
came at the hands of American 
International College (7-1). Cap-
tain John Kiely has an outstand .. 
ing spring session hitting an 
incredible (.542) at the plate. 
veterans Paul Duffy and Bryan 
Nichols who both notched victo-
ries while on the mound for 
BSC. 
With that he knocked in 16 runs BSC coach Glenn Tufts is 
with 4 homeruns, two of those, pleased with his team's start but grand slams in the rout of Ten- still looks for improvement as 
nessee Temple (20-3). John also the season progresses. "We came pitched the Bears to two victo- away with five wins and only one l'ies striking o~t seventeen ipJwp loss down south which looks ~:~~tties: << ':': .' ,, ' ' ;').le!';" ::;'·"·,;gfleh'f()fi paper but we are by ~o 
Also playing well for the Bears 
was freshman third-baseman 
Dave Enos who hit (.409) on the 
trip. Co-captain Glenn Flanni-
means the team we are capable 
of being if we want to be a con-
tender again this year. Some 
guys are playing the way I 
expected but others need to gan hit (.318) for six games, break out their bats soon. It's 
while Catcher Chris Mercadante very important we get off to a 
cracked three homers and good start this season and our 
notched 7 RBis. The Bears also opener against Plymouth State got some excellent pitching from will not be an easy one." 
Softball team on 
road to tourney 
By 
Mike Storey 
The Bridgewater State 
College women's softball 
team goes after their third 
tournament appearance in 
four years as they take on 
Plymouth State College in 
their home opener, March 
31, at 3:00. · 
The Lady Bears, who 
were (21-7) in 1986, are cur-
rently (2-2) after playing 
four games on their south-
ern trip to Florida. BSC 
opened the season against 
Division I Stetson Univer.:. 
sity and were nipped twice 
( 4-3, 4-3). Bridgewater 
· rebounded strong against 
St. Mary's of Indiana taking 
two (2-l, 9-1). 
· 
Leading the batting bri-
-gade was captain Sheila 
Maloney who hit (.500) with 
one homerun. She was fol-
lowed by freshman Cindy 
Mello (Al 7), first year 
player JoAnn Runge {.375) 
and catcher Cathy Karl 
( .307). The pitching duties· 
were split between freshman 
Judy Reid and Stephanie 
Ponte who b.oth picked up 
one victory each. 
In the four games, the 
Lady Bears' team defense 
improved with each game. 
After three errors in the 
opener against Stetson BSC 
misplayed only two other 
chances in· the next three 
game~. 
Coach De De Ena benter 
was happy with her team's 
performance· in Florida. 
0 The players really worked 
hard while we were there. 
With the four games and 
double session workouts 
each day I believe we're 
ready to start the •real' sea-
son in good shape. Ply-
mouth State is a good 
competitive team so we have 
to be ready immediately." 
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A n un Classified 
NEW ENGLAND BRO· 
THER/SISTER CAMPS-
(Mass.} Mah-Kee-Nae fo1 
Boys/ Dan bee for Girls 
counselor positions for Pro· 
gram Specialists: All Tearr. 
Sports, especially Baseball 
Basketball, Soccer, plus 
Archery, Riflery and Biking. 
25 Tennis openings. Also 
Performing Arts, Gymnas-
tics. Roc:\(etry, Ropes 
Course; All Waterfront 
Activities including Swim-
ming, Skiing, Small Craft; 
plus Overnight Camping, 
Computers, Woodcraft and 
more. Inquire: J&D Camp-
ing, 190 Linden Avenue, 
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028 (201) 
(B) 429-85221/ (G) 328-2727. 
A FEW SPARE HOURS?: 
Receive/forward mail from 
home! Uncle Sam works 
hard--you pocket hundreds 
honestly! Details, send self-
addressed, stamped enve-
lope. BEDUYA, Box 17145; 
Tucson, AZ 85731. 
LADY'S RING FOUND. 
Contact James Fruzzetti, X 
1380. 
Open House Somerville Hospi7 
tal School of Nursing 
The Somerville Hospital 
School of Nursing is _planning 
two recruitment Open Houses 
for people i~terested in a career 
as a professional registered 
Win Free Tuition 
When: April 6th-April 10th 
Where: Outside the bookstore 
(ARCC) 
Time: 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
The Student Alumni Rela-
tions Council is offering you a 
chance to win a full year's in-
state tuition to BSC. Chances 
are $1.00 each. 
Application for Faculty Scho-
larship Extended 
Deadline for application for 
Faculty Memorial Scholarship 
has been extended to April 7th. 
All students who will be entering 
their senior year in the fall, have 
high academic standing, may 
pick up an application from the 
Student Service Office. 
Walking Security 
Student employees needed. 
Weekday nights and weekend 
night positions available. Hours: 
7 pm-12 am, 7 days a week. 
Salary: $3. 75 an hour Sunday 
through Thursday, $4.50 an 
hourFriday and Saturday. Con-
tact: Scott Gillis, Walking 
Security Supervisor at 697-9638 
or Bill Drapeau at the Office of 
Student Services ext. l 277. 
nts 
Art History Study Tour in 
France-- June 28 thru July 18, 
1987. Earn 3-6 undergraduate or 
graduate credits, or audit. Three 
week tour of Nice, Arles, A vig-
non, Nimes, Carcassone, Loire 
Valley, Mont St. Michel, Hon-
fleur, Rouen, Giverny, Ver-
sailles, Chartres and other sites. 
Nine days in Paris includes Bas-
tille Day. Approx. $2,200 
including tuition fees, travel and 
hotels. April 6 deadline for regis-
tration. Contact Dr. Roger 
Dunn, Art Department, Bridge-
water State College, Bridge-
water, MA 02324; telephone 
(617) 697-1359. 
Our B.S.C. bear is s-c-r-e-a-m-
i-n-g for school spirit! Be at the 
fountain behind the A.R.C.C. 
on April 22, 1987 for lots of 
"K.I.C.K.s", spirit, food, fun, 
and excitement! Me and the bear 
will see you there!!! 
Laboratory Theatre Auditions 
Auditions necessary for pre-
registration in the course XT-
347, Laboratory Theatre, for the 
1987 fall semester will be held on 
Wednesday, April 8th from 4:30 
to 6:00 p.m. and Thursday, April 
9th from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the 
Horace Mann Auditorium. 
Laboratory Theatre is an aca-
demic course which assumes 
Aerobic Fitness Day responsibility for the second 
On April 12th from 1:00-5:00 production of the Bridgewater 
p.m., Bridgewater State College State College Theatre each aca-
will be hosting an Aerobic Fit- demic year. The production in 
ness Day in the Kelly Gymna- the fall semester is likely to be the 
Hands Across Campus 
On April 22, an event called 
Hands Across Campus will take 
place beginning at 4: 15 behind 
the Campus Center. The pur-
pose of this event is to increase 
the sense of unity and brother-
hood and to shorten the gap 
between groups on this campus. 
It is the hope of the World of 
Difference Committee that all 
members of the college com-
munity will participate and join 
hands together on this special 
day. To pre-register, go to the 
sign-up stations in the Campus 
Center and other various build-
ings on campus now through 
April 22nd. We need you to 
make it happen. Don't miss this 
special day for all of us. (Walk-
ins on April 22 also welcome!) 
sium. This event is being expressionistic play R. U. R. Wake Up Bridgewater 
conducted in conjunction with (Rossum's Universal Robots) by April is your month to partici-
the BEAT (Basic Exercise & the Czechoslovakian playwright pate. The A.M.A. AU-Star pres-
Aerobic Training) program to Karel Capek. Pre-requisites for entations have begun. Coming 
benefit the American Heart auditioning are junior or senior attractions: 
Association and the American academic status in the fall semes- April 1, 1987--9:00 a.m.--
Cancer Society. Events for that ter plus acting experience. Stu- Hingham/ Hanover/ Duxbury 
day include: Films on diet and dents who have credit for RoARCC, 3rd Fl., Ms. Julia 
exercise, a raffle, make-up eva- CT-344 Laboratory Theatre in Nord, Manager of Trade Servi-
luations, hair stylii:ig by Adam & connection with previous pro- ces, Massport Foreign Trade. 
Eve, aerobic shoes by Avia, ductions (Sam Shepard plays, April 8, 1987--7:30 p.rn.--Peace Corps Urgently Needs Books, T-shirts and more. R~inoceros and "The Sandbox," Formal Dining Room, ARCC, 
Special Education/Rehabilita- A fashion show by Dance The Bacchae, etc.) are eligible to 2nd Fl. Alumni Evening--Life 
tion Volunteers Fantasy and a performance of audition. Any student interested After Bridgewater State, Open Partners of the Americas, a the BEAT routine, along with in theatrical expressionism from forum. 
private non-profit organzation free blood pressure and fitness a standpoint other than .acting April 15, 1987--12:00 p.m.--
prov:iding :echnical ~ssistance. in testing will also be available. For should contact Dr. Richard Library Lecture Hall, Ground 
28 countries. of Latl~ Amer.1ca more information please contact Warye, P~ofessor of· Theatre FL Mr. Paul Wennitt, Regional 
and the ~anbbean, IS wo~kmg David Englund (X2231) or Arts, prior to the pre- Branch Manager, Poly. 7 rm 
~!1t!IH1M1n1dd&ni!IHR liii111UIHI a!!f!i•hit I lf 
held at the School of Nursing, 
~011'ffnwHi;;ii8~iiii~2fji•a1uali11!!i1100'.Mll~~,M,.f'~;•1ili~,$iiitdiia&i,~P~i'1.1~•111•:•,1nBua1••t.'m•••u11111111 .. ·_11 m1· ~ c 1 q 11 1e spec1a e uca- . · , 
tors for assignments throughout $. $ $ $ · $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 125 Lowell Street, Somerville on Wednesday, April 8th from 7-9 
.P: p.m. and Sunday, April 12th 
from 2-4 p.m. 
This recruitment function is 
for people interested in a career 
as a professional registered 
nurse. Faculty and nursing stu-
dents will be available to provide 
information about the program 
and conduct tours of the school 
and hospitaL 
The School of Nursing is a 
National League for Nursing 
accredited program leading to a 
diploma in nursing. The pro-
gram offered is two academic 
years in length for full time stu-
dies. A limited number of stu-
dents may elect to enroll on a 
part-time basis. Graduates of the 
school are eligible to write the 
State Board Examination for 
licensure as a registered nurse. 
Additional infot:mation about 
the school and open house may 
be obtained by contacting Patri-
cia Dineen, 666-4400, extension 
246. 
~-- B.A.I.R.S. Bicycle Trip to Mar-
.;,,,,."":;·· 
tha's Vineyard 
The Bridgewater A~sociation 
for Intramurals, Recreation and 
Sports (B.A.I.R.S. Club) is 
going to Martha •s Vineyard for a 
day of biking and relaxation. 
The cost is $15.00 which includes 
round-trip. bus & ferry fares and 
bicycle rental (mopeds are 
extra). · For more information, 
contact Jean Lattanzi, R~. 24 
Wood Hall; Jane Muldoon, Rm. 
223 Shea Hall; Karen Frederico, 
Apt. I OA, Student Apartments; 
Mike Siprey, Kelly Gym X 2257; 
or Chris Butt. Space is limited so 
sign up sQon. A $5.00 deposit is 
-~ re9uired. See-you there~ 
the developing world. Expe-1 
rienced individuals who have 
worked as speech therapists, spe-
cial educat_ors, occupational E. ·ARN. · $ $ $ therapists, physical therapists or 
· . · . . · ··. . ·. .· ... 
mobility and·· orientation train-
· · · · 
ers, are in high demand in host A N · D 
countries where there are few· 
resources to meet the needs of 
disabled persons. For additional F R E E Tu I T I o N information, applications or . • . . · . . · . 
questions please contact Kathe-
;~ T~av~,rn~~~~~~nt p~!;:::: $.$$.$$$$$· $ ..$$$$-$.$$$$ Partners of the Americas, 1424 K 
St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 
20005 or call (202) 628-3300. 
SGA Conducting Spring 
Elections 
The SGA will be conducting 
its spring elections for the 1987-
88 academic year, during the , 
month of April. All executive 
positions (President, Vice Presi-
dent, Treasurer, Assistant Treas-
urer, Executive Secretary, 
Attorney General, and Student 
Trustee), all class officer posi~ 
tions (President, Vice President, 
Treasurer, Secretary, Publicity 
Director, and Yearbook Advi-
sor) an9 all senate positions (4 
seats class of 88, 4 seats class of 
89, 4 seats class of 90 and 4 seats 
at large) are open. Nomination 
papers go out on April .1 and are 
due back on April 7. Primary 
elections shall occur on April 13 
and 14, from 9 a.m. to lp.m. in 
front of the bookstore. Final 
elections, April 21 and 22. 
Lost gold rope bracelet about 5 
to 6 inches long. Sentimental 
value. Reward!!! Please call 
Diane at the info both. 697 -
1271. 
Hum:=m Service Job Opportunities with New England Village of 
Pernbroke, MA- a nationally recognized model residential pro-
gram for the adult mentally retarded individual. New England 
Village offers co'mpetitive wages and comprehensive benefits 
includi~g~ 
*Tuition reimbursement for Full· and Part time st~ff 
*Partial tuition reinbursement for Relief. positions 
*Health, Dental, and Life· insurance (FT positions) 
*Liberal paid holiday and· vacation days (pro-rated for PT 
positions) 




*Pleasant work environment 
$$$'$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Part-time (all days and hours), Full-time(some positions live-in),anct summer 
p'osition openings. $5.00 to $6.40/hr. depending on position and exper~ence. 
Prior experience working with mentally retarded adults prefe_rredbut ~111 
train those with a genuine interest in human services. For further details 
on positions and benefits, call Janis Konetchy, Administrative Assi.stant at 
293-5461 or. submit a letter of interest to New England Village, .. /nc.,.. 
664 School St., . .Pembroke, . .MA 02359 Attn: Personnel Dept. AA/EOE 
JI ii§ 
